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Abstract
Let Ω be a set of cardinality n, G a permutation group on Ω, and f :
1
Ω → Ω a map which is not a permutation. We say that G synchronizes f if
the transformation semigroup 〈G, f〉 contains a constant map, and that G is
a synchronizing group if G synchronizes every non-permutation.
A synchronizing group is necessarily primitive, but there are primitive
groups that are not synchronizing. Every non-synchronizing primitive group
fails to synchronize at least one uniform transformation (that is, transforma-
tion whose kernel has parts of equal size), and it had previously been conjec-
tured that this was essentially the only way in which a primitive group could
fail to be synchronizing — in other words, that a primitive group synchro-
nizes every non-uniform transformation.
The first goal of this paper is to prove that this conjecture is false, by ex-
hibiting primitive groups that fail to synchronize specific non-uniform trans-
formations of ranks 5 and 6. As it has previously been shown that primi-
tive groups synchronize every non-uniform transformation of rank at most
4, these examples are of the lowest possible rank. In addition we produce
graphs with primitive automorphism groups that have approximately
√
n
non-synchronizing ranks, thus refuting another conjecture on the number of
non-synchronizing ranks of a primitive group.
The second goal of this paper is to extend the spectrum of ranks for which
it is known that primitive groups synchronize every non-uniform transforma-
tion of that rank. It has previously been shown that a primitive group of
degree n synchronizes every non-uniform transformation of rank n − 1 and
n− 2, and here this is extended to n− 3 and n− 4.
In the process, we will obtain a purely graph-theoretical result show-
ing that, with limited exceptions, in a vertex-primitive graph the union of
neighbourhoods of a set of vertices A is bounded below by a function that is
asymptotically
√|A|.
Determining the exact spectrum of ranks for which there exist non-uniform
transformations not synchronized by some primitive group is just one of sev-
eral natural, but possibly difficult, problems on automata, primitive groups,
graphs and computational algebra arising from this work; these are outlined
in the final section.
1 Introduction
Let Ω be a set of size n and let f be a transformation on Ω whose rank (size of
image) smaller than n. (In other words, f is a non-permutation; we sometimes call
such a map f singular). A permutation group G of degree n on Ω synchronizes
f if the transformation semigroup 〈G, f〉 contains a constant transformation. The
kernel of f is the partition of Ω determined by the equivalence relation x ≡ y if
and only if xf = yf . If the parts of the kernel all have the same size, then f
is called uniform; it is non-uniform otherwise. A group is called synchronizing
if it synchronizes every non-permutation. A synchronizing group is necessarily
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primitive (see [14]) but the converse does not hold and considerable efforts have
been made to determine exactly which primitive groups are synchronizing.
To show that a primitive group is not synchronizing it is necessary to find a
witness, which is a transformation f such that 〈G, f〉 does not contain a constant
map. Neumann [41] proved that any non-synchronizing primitive group has a uni-
form witness. This prompted the definition of a primitive group as being almost
synchronizing if it synchronizes every non-uniform transformation. In [4] the al-
most synchronizing conjecture was stated. This asserts that primitive groups have
no non-uniform witnesses; that is, they are almost synchronizing.
This conjecture has previously been proved for transformations of ranks 2, 3,
4, n− 2 and n− 1 or, in other words, for transformations of very low, or very high,
rank (see [6, 41, 45]). In this paper, we prove three main results, showing different
outcomes for the “low rank” and the “high rank” cases. A graph admitting a vertex-
primitive automorphism group will be called a primitive graph.
Theorem 1.1 There are primitive graphs admitting non-uniform endomorphisms,
and hence not every primitive group is almost synchronizing.
Section 3 describes a number of different graph constructions used to demon-
strate this result. This theorem resolves the almost synchronizing conjecture in the
negative, but shows that the structure of endomorphisms of primitive graphs can
be more complex than previously suspected, prompting the difficult problem of
finding a classification of the primitive almost synchronizing groups.
Our second main theorem considers the high rank case and extends the spec-
trum of ranks for which transformations of that rank are known to be synchronized
by every primitive group.
Theorem 1.2 A primitive group of degree n synchronizes every transformation of
rank n− 3 or n− 4.
Sections 4 and 6 detail the somewhat intricate arguments required to deal with
the considerable number of graphs that arise in proving this result.
Our third main theorem considers groups of small permutation rank. Groups
with permutation rank 2 are doubly transitive and easily seen to be synchronizing,
so the first non-trivial case is for groups of rank 3. In this case, the group acts
primitively on a strongly regular graph and properties of such graphs can be used
to considerably extend the n− 4 bound.
Theorem 1.3 A primitive permutation group of degree n and permutation rank 3
synchronizes any non-permutation with rank at least n− (1 +√n− 1/12).
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The original context of this research is automata theory, as we now outline. Our
automata are always finite and deterministic. On reading a symbol, an automaton
undergoes a change of state; so each symbol defines a transition, a transformation
on the set of states. The set of transformations realised by reading a word (that
is, a sequence of symbols) is the semigroup generated by the transitions of the
automaton. Thus, from an algebraic viewpoint, an automaton is a subsemigroup of
the full transformation semigroup on a finite set with a prescribed set of generators.
A deterministic finite-state automaton is said to be synchronizing if there is a
finite word such that, after reading this word, the automaton is in a fixed state, in-
dependently of its state before reading the word. In other terms, the word evaluates
to a transformation of rank 1, mapping the set of states to a single state. Such a
word is called a reset word or synchronizing word.
One of the oldest and most famous problems in automata theory, the well-
known Cˇerný conjecture, states that if an automaton with n states has a synchro-
nizing word, then there exists one of length (n − 1)2. (For many references on
the growing bibliography on this problem please see the two websites [42, 46] and
also Volkov’s talk [50]; so far the best bound for the length of a reset word is cubic
[43].) Solving this conjecture is equivalent to proving that given a set S of transfor-
mations on a finite set of size n then, if the transformation semigroup 〈S〉 contains
a constant transformation, then it contains one that can be expressed as a word of
length at most (n−1)2 in the generators of S. This conjecture has been established
for aperiodic automata, that is, when 〈S〉 is a semigroup with no non-trivial sub-
groups [47]. So it remains to prove the conjecture for semigroups that do contain
non-trivial subgroups, and the case when the semigroup contains a permutation
group is a particular instance of this general problem. Indeed, the known exam-
ples witnessing the optimality of the Cˇerný bound contain a permutation among
the given set of generators.
We note that if a transformation semigroup S contains a transitive group G but
not a constant function, then the image I of a transformation f of minimum rank in
S is a G-section for the kernel of f , in the sense that for all g ∈ G we have that Ig
is a section or transversal for ker(f), a set meeting every kernel class in a single
element. In fact, if Ig is not a transversal for ker(f), for some permutation g ∈ G,
then |Igf | < |If | and hence f would fail to have minimum rank in S. In addition,
the transformation f has uniform kernel (see Neumann [41, Theorem 2.1]).
Although they did not use this terminology, results due to Rystsov [45] and
Neumann [41] cover some cases of the almost sychronizing conjecture. In particu-
lar, Rystsov [45] showed that a transitive permutation group of degree n is primitive
if and only if it synchronizes every transformation of rank n − 1, while Neumann
[41] showed that a primitive permutation group synchronizes every transformation
of rank 2.
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In earlier work, Araújo and Cameron [6] resolved some additional cases of the
conjecture:
Theorem 1.4 A primitive permutation group G of degree n synchronizes maps of
kernel type (k, 1, . . . , 1) (for k ≥ 2) and maps of rank n−2, as well as non-uniform
maps of rank 4 or 3.
That paper, like the present one, uses a graph-theoretic approach due to the
third author [20]. In what follows, graphs are always simple and undirected. The
clique number of a graph is the largest number of vertices in a complete subgraph,
while the chromatic number is the smallest number of colours required for a proper
colouring.
Theorem 1.5 A transformation semigroup does not contain a constant transfor-
mation if and only if it is contained in the endomorphism monoid of a non-null
graph. Moreover, we may assume that this graph has clique number equal to chro-
matic number.
One direction of the theorem is clear, since a non-null graph has no rank 1
endomorphisms. For the other direction, define a graph by joining two vertices if
no element of the semigroup maps them to the same place, and show that this graph
has the required property. We will elaborate further in the next section.
This paper is in three main parts. In the first part, we show that the almost
synchronizing conjecture fails for maps of small rank, so the results in [6] are best
possible. We construct four examples of primitive groups (with degrees 45, 153,
495 and 495) which fail to synchronize non-uniform maps of rank 5. In addition,
we find infinitely many examples for rank 6, along with yet another sporadic ex-
ample of rank 7 of degree 880. Also, we provide a construction of primitive graphs
whose automorphism groups have approximately
√
n non-synchronizing ranks, re-
futing a conjecture of the third author’s on the number of non-synchronising ranks
of a primitive group.
In the second part, we press forward with maps of large rank, showing that a
primitive group synchronizes all maps with kernel type (p, 2, 1, . . . , 1) or kernel
type (p, 3, 1, . . . , 1) for p ≥ 3, as well as all maps of rank n−3 and n−4. Observe
that the smallest non-synchronizing group has degree 9 and fails to synchronize
a map of rank 3; therefore either primitive groups synchronize all maps of rank
n − 5, or our result for n − 4 will be the best possible. We also show that a
primitive group synchronizes every map in which one non-singleton kernel class is
sufficiently large compared to the other non-singleton kernel classes.
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In the third part, we consider the special situation where the primitive group G
has permutation rank 3, in which case any graph with automorphism group contain-
ingG is either trivial or strongly regular. In the latter case, we prove a general result
about endomorphisms of strongly regular graphs, and deduce that G synchronizes
every non-permutation transformation of rank at least n− (1 +√n− 1/12).
The paper ends with a number of natural but challenging problems related to
synchronization in primitive groups and in related combinatorial settings.
Given the enormous progress made in the last three or four decades, permu-
tation group theory now has the tools to answer questions coming from the real
world through transformation semigroups; these questions translate into beautiful
statements in the language of permutation groups and combinatorial structures, as
shown in many recent investigations (as a small sample, please see [2, 4, 6, 7, 8,
13, 14, 21, 31, 41, 44]).
2 Transformation semigroups and graphs
The critical idea underlying our study is a graph associated to a transformation
semigroup in the following way. If S is a transformation semigroup on Ω, then
form a graph, denoted Gr(S), with vertex set Ω, and where v and w are adjacent if
and only if there is no element f of S which maps v and w to the same point. Now
the following result is almost immediate (cf. [22, 20]).
Theorem 2.1 (See [6, 22]) Let S be a transformation semigroup on Ω and let
Gr(S) be defined as above. Then
(a) S contains a map of rank 1 if and only if Gr(S) is null (i.e., edgeless).
(b) S ≤ End(Gr(S)), and Gr(End(Gr(S))) = Gr(S).
(c) The clique number and chromatic number of Gr(S) are both equal to the
minimum rank of an element of S.
In particular, if S = 〈G, f〉 for some group G, then G ≤ Aut(Gr(S)). So, for
example, if G is primitive and does not synchronize f , then Gr(S) is non-null and
has a primitive automorphism group, and so is connected.
In this situation, assume that f is an element of minimum rank in S; then the
kernel of f is a partition ρ of Ω, and its image A is a G-section for ρ (that is, Ag
is a section for ρ, for all g ∈ G). Neumann [41], analysing this situation, defined
a graph ∆ on Ω whose edges are the images under G of the pairs of vertices in the
same ρ-class. Clearly ∆ is a subgraph of the complement of Gr(S), since edges
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in ∆ can be collapsed by elements of S. Sometimes, but not always, ∆ is the
complement of Gr(S).
We now introduce a refinement of the previous graph Gr(S), which will allow
us to obtain the results of the remaining cases more easily. The new graph is
denoted by Gr′(S). The same construction was used in a different context in [21],
where it was called the derived graph of Gr(S).
Suppose that Gr(S) has clique number and chromatic number r (where r is
the minimum rank of an element of S). We define Gr′(S) to be the graph with the
same vertex set as Gr(S), and whose edges are all those edges of Gr(S) which are
contained in r-cliques of Gr(S).
Theorem 2.2 Let S be a transformation semigroup on Ω and let Gr(S) and Gr′(S)
be defined as above. Then
(a) S contains a map of rank 1 if and only if Gr′(S) is null.
(b) S ≤ End(Gr(S)) ≤ End(Gr′(S)).
(c) The clique number and chromatic number of Gr′(S) are both equal to the
minimum rank of an element of S.
(d) Every edge of Gr′(S) is contained in a maximum clique.
(e) If S = 〈G, f〉, where G is a primitive permutation group and f is a map
which is a non-permutation not synchronized by G, then Gr′(S) is neither
complete nor null.
Proof Elements of End(Gr(S)) preserve Gr(S) and map maximum cliques to
maximum cliques, so End(Gr(S)) ≤ End(Gr′(S)). The existence of an r-clique
and an r-colouring of Gr′(S) are clear, and so (c) holds; then (a) follows. Part (d)
is clear from the definition. For (e), the hypotheses guarantee that the minimum
rank of an element of S is neither 1 nor n. 
Note that strict inequality can hold in (b). If Γ is the disjoint union of complete
graphs of different sizes, then Gr′(End(Γ)) consists only of the larger complete
graph, and has more endomorphisms than Γ does.
The next lemma is proved in [6], but since the techniques it introduces are
important in subsequent arguments we provide its proof here.
Lemma 2.3 Let X be a nontrivial graph and let G ≤ Aut(X) be primitive. Then
no two vertices of X can have the same neighbourhood.
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Proof For a ∈ X denote its neighbourhood by N(a). Suppose that a, b ∈ X ,
with a 6= b, and N(a) = N(b). We are going to use two different techniques to
prove that this leads to a contradiction. The first uses the fact that the graph has at
least one edge, while the second uses the fact that the graph is not complete.
First: Define the following relation on the vertices: for all x, y ∈ X ,
x ≡ y ⇔ N(x) = N(y).
This is an equivalence relation and we claim that≡ is neither the universal relation
nor the identity. The latter follows from the fact that by assumption a and b are
different and N(a) = N(b). Regarding the former, there exist adjacent vertices
c and d (because X is non-null); now c ∈ N(d) but c /∈ N(c), so c 6≡ d. As
G is a group of automorphisms of X it follows that G preserves ≡, a non-trivial
equivalence relation, and hence G is imprimitive, a contradiction.
Second: Assume as above that we have a, b ∈ X such that N(a) = N(b).
Then the transposition (a b) is an automorphism of the graph. A primitive group
containing a transposition is the symmetric group. (This well-known result from
the nineteenth century can be found, for example, in [34, p.241].) Hence X is the
complete graph, a contradiction. 
We conclude this section recalling another result from [6] about primitive graphs.
Lemma 2.4 ([6, Lemma 8]) Let Γ be a non-null graph with primitive automor-
phism group G, and having chromatic number r. Then Γ does not contain a sub-
graph isomorphic to the complete graph on r + 1 vertices with one edge removed.
This lemma was important in [6] and it will be here too (please see the obser-
vations after Lemma 6.5).
3 Maps of small rank
In this section, we discuss various counterexamples to the conjecture that primitive
groups are almost synchronizing. From the discussion above, it suffices to find a
non-null graph Γ with a primitive automorphism group, and then exhibit a non-
uniform proper endomorphism f of Γ. Such an endomorphism is then a witness
that G is not almost synchronizing for any primitive group G ≤ Aut(Γ).
In the first subsection, we present a number of sporadic examples of vertex-
primitive graphs, each with non-uniform proper endomorphisms of rank 5 or 7.
The smallest of these, on 45 vertices, can be shown (by computer) to be the unique
smallest counterexample to the almost-synchronizing conjecture; the details are
given in Section 8. None of the graphs described here are Cayley graphs.
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In the second subsection, we present infinite families of primitive graphs with
non-uniform proper endomorphisms of rank 6 and above.
3.1 Rank 5 (and 7)
In this subsection, we give the first counterexample to the conjecture that primitive
groups are almost synchronizing. In particular, we construct a primitive group of
degree 45 that fails to synchronize a non-uniform map of rank 5 with kernel type
(5, 5, 10, 10, 15). We give two proofs of this, which extend in different ways.
Our primitive group is PΓL(2, 9) (also known as A6 : 22), acting on 45 points
(this is PrimitiveGroup(45,3) in both GAP and MAGMA). This group has
a suborbit of length 4, and the orbital graph Γ has the property that any edge is
contained in a unique triangle: the closed neighbourhood of a vertex is a “butterfly”
consisting of two triangles with a common vertex (see Figure 2). Indeed, this graph
is the line graph of the celebrated Tutte–Coxeter graph on 30 vertices, which in turn
is the incidence graph of the generalized quadrangle W (2) of order 2. The graph
was first found by Tutte [48] with a geometric interpretation by Coxeter [26, 49].
Let D be a dihedral subgroup of order 10 of the automorphism group of the
graph. It is clear that elements of order 5 in D fix no vertices of the graph, and a
little thought shows that their cycles are independent sets in the graph.
The full automorphism group of the graph is the automorphism group of S6
(that is, the group extended by its outer automorphism), and there are two conju-
gacy classes of dihedral groups of order 10. It is important to take the right one
here: we want the D10 which is not contained in S6.
For this group D, we find that each orbit of D is an independent set in Γ; so
there is a homomorphism of Γ in which each orbit is collapsed to a single vertex. A
small calculation shows that the image of this homomorphism is the graph shown
in Figure 3.1.
Figure 1: Homomorphic image of the Tutte–Coxeter graph
Now this graph can be found as a subgraph of Γ, as the union of two butterflies
sharing a triangle; therefore the homomorphism can be realised as an endomor-
phism of Γ of rank 7, with kernel classes of sizes (10, 10, 5, 5, 5, 5, 5). The endo-
morphisms of ranks 5 and 3 can now be found by folding in one or both “wings”
in the Figure 3.1.
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Our second approach uses the fact that the chromatic number and clique num-
ber of this graph are each equal to 3; thus, each triangle has one vertex in each of
the three colour classes, each of size 15. So there is a uniform map of rank 3 not
synchronized by G.
We used GAP to construct the graph (the vertex numbering is determined by
the group), and its package GRAPE to find all the independent sets of size 15 in Γ
up to the action of G. One of the two resulting sets is
A = {1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 15, 16, 17, 25, 26, 27, 30, 42, 44, 45}.
The induced subgraph on the complement of this set has two connected compo-
nents, a 10-cycle and a 20-cycle. If we let B and C be the bipartite blocks in the
10-cycle and D and E those in the 20-cycle, we see that A,B,C,D,E are all in-
dependent sets, and the edges between them are shown in Figure 2. Thus there is a
proper endomorphism mapping the graph to the closed neighbourhood of a vertex,
with kernel classes A,B,C,D,E.
A
D
EC
B
Figure 2: The butterfly
Using software developed at St Andrews (see Section 8 for details) we were
able to calculate all the proper endomorphisms of this graph: there are 103680
of these, with ranks 3, 5 and 7; the numbers of endomorphisms of each of these
ranks are 25920, 51840 and 25920 respectively. Then, using GAP, we were able
to determine that the endomorphism monoid of this graph is given by End(X) =
〈G, t〉, where G is PΓL(2, 9) and t is the transformation
t =Transformation([1, 1, 1, 14, 9, 14, 28, 41, 41, 1, 43, 28, 28, 41, 9, 1, 1, 25, 25, 28, 28,
25, 41, 28, 1, 1, 9, 43, 14, 9, 43, 28, 28, 25, 41, 43, 14, 28, 43, 25, 14, 1, 28, 1, 9]).
The endomorphisms of each possible rank form a single D-class. The structure for
the H-classes is S3, D8 and D8 for the three classes respectively, where D8 is the
dihedral group on 4 points. (Note that these groups are the automorphism groups
of the induced subgraphs on the image of the maps.)
A very similar example occurs in the line graph of the Biggs–Smith graph
[17, 18], a graph on 153 vertices whose automorphism group is isomorphic to
PSL(2, 17) (PrimitiveGroup(153,1) in both GAP and MAGMA). This
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graph has an endomorphism of rank 5 and kernel type (6, 6, 45, 45, 51) constructed
in a virtually identical way.
However, this particular construction gives no additional examples. A vertex-
primitive 4-regular graph whose neighbourhood is a butterfly is necessarily the
linegraph of an edge-primitive cubic graph. These were classified by Weiss [51],
who determined that the complete list is K3,3, the Heawood graph, the Tutte–
Coxeter graph and the Biggs–Smith graph. From either a direct analysis, or simply
referring to the small-case computations described in Section 8, it follows that the
first two of these do not yield examples.
However, we have found three additional examples with the help of the com-
puter. Surprisingly, all three of them are associated with the group Aut(M12) =
M12 : 2. This group has two inequivalent primitive actions of degree 495. Each
of them is the automorphism group of a graph of valency 6 in which the closed
neighbourhood of a vertex consists of three triangles with a common vertex, and
in each case, the graph has chromatic number 3. In each case, there is a subgroup
of the automorphism group with orbits of sizes 55, 55, 110, 110, 165; each orbit is
an independent set and the connections between the orbits give a homomorphism
onto the butterfly.
The third example is associated with a different primitive action of M12 : 2,
this time of degree 880. In this action, M12 : 2 is the full automorphism group
of a 6-regular graph where each open neighbourhood is the disjoint union of two
triangles. The group has a subgroup of order 55, which has 16 equal-sized or-
bits each inducing an independent set. These 16 orbits can each be mapped to
a single vertex in such a way that the entire graph is mapped onto the closed
neighbourhood of a vertex, yielding an endomorphism of rank 7, with kernel type
(220, 165, 165, 165, 55, 55, 55). As the closed neighbourhood of a vertex consists
of two 4-cliques overlapping in a vertex, we may perhaps view this just as a butter-
fly with bigger wings?
3.2 Rank 6 and above
While the constructions of the previous subsection seem to be sporadic examples,
we can also find several infinite families of vertex-primitive graphs with proper
non-uniform endomorphisms.
Recall that the Cartesian product X  Y of two graphs X and Y is the graph
with vertex set V (XY ) = V (X)×V (Y ) and where vertices (x1, y1) and (x2, y2)
are adjacent if and only if they have equal entries in one coordinate position and
adjacent entries (in X or Y accordingly) in the other. Figure 3 shows the graph
K4K4 both to illustrate the Cartesian product and because it plays a role later in
this section.
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Figure 3: The graph K4 K4
If X is a vertex-primitive graph then the Cartesian product X  X is also
vertex-primitive, with automorphism group Aut(X) wr Sym(2). In addition, if
the chromatic and clique number of X are both equal to k, then V (X) can be
partitioned into k colour classes of equal size — say V1, V2, . . ., Vk, and there is
a surjective homomorphism X  X → Kk  Kk with kernel classes {Vi × Vj |
1 ≤ i, j ≤ k}. Therefore if there is a homomorphism f : Kk Kk → X , then by
composing homomorphisms
X X −→ Kk Kk f−→ X −→ X X,
there is an endomorphism of X  X . Moreover, if the homomorphism f is non-
uniform, then the endomorphism is also non-uniform.
00
11
22
33
11
00
33
22
22
33
01
10
33
22
10
01
00
11
22
33
11
02
33
20
22
33
10
01
33
20
01
12
00
11
22
33
11
02
33
20
23
30
01
12
32
23
10
01
Figure 4: Non-uniform homomorphisms from K4 K4 to its complement
Although at first sight, there appears to be little to be gained from this observa-
tion, in practice it is much easier (both computationally and theoretically) to find
homomorphisms between the two relatively small graphs Kk  Kk and X , than
working directly with the larger graphXX . Although this finds only a restricted
subset of endomorphisms, it turns out to be sufficient to find large numbers of
non-uniform examples.
We start by considering the case where X = Kk Kk, where we assume that
the vertices of both graphs are labelled with pairs (i, j), where 0 ≤ i, j < k and
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that in Kk Kk two distinct vertices are adjacent if and only if they agree in one
coordinate position, while in its complement, they are adjacent if and only if they
disagree in both coordinate positions.
The graph X has chromatic number and clique number equal to k. (A diagonal
set {(i, i) : 0 ≤ i < k} is a k-clique, while using the first coordinate as colour
gives a k-colouring.) The homomorphisms we seek are those from Kk Kk to its
own complement.
In particular, Figure 4 exhibits three non-uniform homomorphisms of ranks 6,
9 and 12 from K4 K4 to its complement, where the diagrams show the image of
each vertex, but using xy to represent (x, y). Verifying that this function is a homo-
morphism merely requires checking for each row that the four pairs assigned to it
have pairwise distinct first co-ordinates and pairwise distinct second co-ordinates,
and similarly for each column. This happens if and only if the pairs are obtained
from the super-position of two Latin squares of order 4, one determining the first
co-ordinate and the other the second co-ordinate. The rank of the homomorphism
is then just the total number of distinct pairs that occur — this number ranges from
a minimum of k (when the two Latin squares are identical) to a maximum of k2
(when the two Latin squares are orthogonal). In the example of Figure 4 the kernel
types of the homomorphisms are {24, 42}, {14, 24, 4} and {18, 24}, which corre-
spond to endomorphisms of X X of the same rank, but with kernel classes each
16 times larger.
This argument clearly generalises to all k ≥ 4 (non-uniform homomorphisms
do not arise when k < 4) and so any two Latin squares of order k (not necessarily
orthogonal) will determine an endomorphism of Kk Kk. Two Latin squares are
said to be r-orthogonal if r distinct pairs arise when they are superimposed. Thus
we find an endomorphism of rank r from any pair of r-orthogonal Latin squares.
The following result, due to Colbourn & Zhu [25] and Zhu & Zhang [52] shows
exactly which possible ranks arise in this fashion.
Theorem 3.1 There are two r-orthogonal Latin squares of order k if and only if
r ∈ {k, k2} or k + 2 ≤ r ≤ k2 − 2, with the following exceptions:
(a) k = 2 and r = 4;
(b) k = 3 and r ∈ {5, 6, 7};
(c) k = 4 and r ∈ {7, 10, 11, 13, 14};
(d) k = 5 and r ∈ {8, 9, 20, 22, 23};
(e) k = 6 and r ∈ {33, 36}. 
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In particular, for any k ≥ 4, there is an endomorphism of rank k+2 with image
two k-cliques overlapping in a (k − 2)-clique. As k increases, we get a sequence
of butterflies with increasingly fat bodies, but fixed-size wings.
This construction also sheds some light on the possible non-synchronizing
ranks for a group. For a group G of degree n, a non-synchronizing rank is a value
r satisfying 2 ≤ r ≤ n − 1 such that G fails to synchronize some transformation
of rank r.
A transitive imprimitive group of degree n, having m blocks of imprimitiv-
ity each of size k, preserves both a disjoint union of m complete graphs of size
k (which has endomorphisms of ranks all multiples of k) and the complete m-
partite graph with parts of size k (which has endomorphisms of all ranks be-
tween k and n inclusive). From this, a short argument shows that such a group
has at least (3/4 − o(1))n non-synchronizing ranks. The third author had pre-
viously that a primitive group has many fewer non-synchronizing ranks, perhaps
as few as O(log n). However, as this construction provides approximately k2 non-
synchronizing ranks for a group of degree k4, this cannot be the case. However, the
conjecture may still hold for basic primitive groups, those which do not preserve a
Cartesian power structure on the underlying set.
It is natural to wonder whether this construction can be used to find non-
uniform endomorphisms for graphs other than X = Kk ×Kk. Unsurprisingly,
the answer to this question is yes, with the line graph of the complete graph L(Kn)
(also known as the triangular graph) being a suitable candidate for X whenever n
is even. For exampleL(K6) is a 15-vertex graph with chromatic number and clique
number equal to 5. The vertices of L(K6) can be identified with the endpoints of
the corresponding edge in K6, and thus each vertex of L(K6) is represented by a
2-set of the form {x, y} which we will abbreviate to xy.
Figure 5 depicts a surjective homomorphism from K5  K5 to L(K6) by la-
belling each of the vertices of K5  K5 with its image in L(K6) under the ho-
momorphism. For each of the horizontal or vertical lines — corresponding to the
cliques of K5  K5 — it is easy to confirm that the images of the five vertices
in the line share a common element and thus are mapped into a clique of L(K6).
This homomorphism has rank 15 and kernel type {15, 210} and hence yields a
non-uniform endomorphism of L(K6)L(K6) with kernel classes of 25 times the
size. The pattern shown in Figure 5 can be generalised to all triangular graphs, by
defining a map f : Kn−1  Kn−1 −→ L(Kn) by f ((a, b)) = {a + 1, b + 1}
if a 6= b and f ((a, a)) = {0, a + 1}. This homomorphism has kernel type
{1n−1, 2(n−1)(n−2)/2}.
We finish this section with yet another construction that provides an infinite
family of rank 6 non-uniform non-synchronizable transformations.
Let p be a prime greater than 5, and let V be the vector space over the 2-element
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02
03
04
05
12 13 14 15
12 23 24 25
13 23 34 35
14 24 34 45
15 25 35 45
Figure 5: A homomorphism from K5 K5 to L(K6)
field spanned by e0, . . . , ep−1 (we think of the indices as elements of the integers
mod p) with the single relation that their sum is zero. Let Γ be the Cayley graph
for V with connection set of size 2p consisting of the vectors ei and ei + ei+1
with i running over the integers mod p. It is clear that the group V : D2p acts as
automorphisms of this graph, and is primitive provided that 2 is a primitive root
mod p (this is the condition for V to be irreducible as a Cp-module).
Now let X be the subspace spanned by ei + ei+2 for i = 0, 1, . . . , p − 5.
These vectors are linearly independent and so span a space of codimension 3, with
8 cosets. Check that this subspace contains no edge of the graph: no two of its
vectors differ by a single basis vector or a sum of two consecutive basis vectors.
We can take coset representatives to be 0, e0, e1, e0 + e1, ep−2, ep−2 + e0, ep−2 +
e1, ep−2 + e0 + e1.
Each coset contains no edges of the graph, and indeed the unions (X + e1) ∪
(X+ep−2) and (X+e0+e1)∪(X+e0+ep−2) also contain no edges. Collapsing
these two unions and the other four cosets to a vertex, we find by inspection that
the graph is also a“butterfly” (as shown in Figure 3.2).
Figure 6: Another butterfly
The two vertices forming the butterfly’s body are the correspond to the unions
of two cosets in the construction. Now we can find a copy of the butterfly in the
graph, using the vertices 0 and e0 for the body, e1 and e0 + e1 for one wing, and
ep−1 and e0 + ep−1 for the other wing. So there is an endomorphism of rank 6,
15
with two kernel classes of size 2p−3 and four of size 2p−4.
4 Maps of rank n− 3
The goal of this section is to show that primitive groups synchronize maps of rank
n − 3. Moreover, we will establish general properties of graphs with primitive
automorphism groups that will also be used in the next sections; therefore these
results will be stated and proved as generally as possible.
4.1 Groups with elements of small support
At several points during the argument (in this and in the next sections), we will
establish that the (primitive) automorphism group of a graph under consideration
contains a permutation which is a product of three or four disjoint transpositions,
and hence has support of size m ∈ {6, 8}. As the automorphism group of a non-
trivial graph is not 2-transitive (in particular, it does not contain An), it follows
from [40] that it has degree less than (m/2 + 1)2. Thus in the worst case, we need
only examine primitive groups of degree less than 25, which can easily be handled
computationally. For convenience all of the computational results are collated in
Section 8.
4.2 A bound on the intersection of neighbourhoods
The goal of this subsection is to prove the following result about Gr(S), the graph
introduced in Section 2. We note that Spiga and Verret [44] have proved some re-
sults about neighbourhoods of vertex-primitive graphs that also imply this property.
Given a set X we denote by T (X) the full transformation monoid on X .
Theorem 4.1 Let G be a group acting primitively on a set X , and suppose that
f ∈ T (X) is not synchronized by G. Let S be the semigroup generated by G and
f , and let k be the valency of the graph Γ = Gr(S). Then for all distinct x, y ∈ X ,
their neighbourhoods N(x), N(y) in Γ satisfy |N(x) ∩N(y)| ≤ k − 2.
The previous theorem is an important ingredient in the proof of the main results
in this paper. Its proof is based on methods from [4, 6, 22] and is a consequence of
the following sequence of lemmas.
Lemma 4.2 Let Γ be a non-null graph with primitive automorphism group G, and
having chromatic number and clique number r. Let x be a vertex of Γ, and C
an r-clique containing x. Then for every vertex y 6∈ N(x) ∪ {x}, we have that
(N(x) \N(y)) ∩ C 6= ∅.
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Proof Assume instead that for some y 6∈ N(x) ∪ {x} we have (N(x) \N(y)) ∩
C = ∅. Then every element of C, different from x, is a neighbour of y. Thus the
set C ∪ {y} induces a subgraph that is isomorphic to the complete graph with one
edge removed. This contradicts Lemma 2.4. 
We next state an observation on primitive groups and quasiorders (reflexive and
transitive relations). The proof is an easy exercise.
Lemma 4.3 Let G be a permutation group on the finite set X . Then G is primitive
if and only if the only G-invariant quasiorders are the identity and the universal
relation.
This immediately implies:
Lemma 4.4 Let Γ be a graph with primitive automorphism group G and clique
number r on the vertex set X . Assume that there are distinct elements a, b ∈ X
satisfying the following property: every r-clique containing a also contains b. Then
Γ is complete.
Proof The relation→, defined by x→ y if every r-clique containing x also con-
tains y, is easily seen to be a quasiorder, and so the result follows from Lemma 4.4.
The following corollary follows from Lemma 2.3, Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.4.
Corollary 4.5 Let Γ be a non-complete, non-null graph with primitive automor-
phism group G, clique number r equal to its chromatic number, and valency k.
Then for any two distinct vertices x, y we have |N(x) ∩N(y)| ≤ k − 2.
Proof By Lemma 2.3, no two vertices of Γ have the same neighbourhood. Hence
it suffices to show that there are no distinct vertices x, y satisfying |N(x)∩N(y)| =
k − 1. For a contradiction, suppose that x and y have this property.
Assume first that x and y are not adjacent, and let z be the unique element in
N(x) \N(y). Now let C be a clique of size r containing x. As y 6∈ N(x)∪{x}, it
follows from Lemma 4.2 that (N(x)\N(y))∩C 6= ∅, and asN(x)\N(y) = {z},
it follows that z ∈ C. Therefore every r-clique containing x also contains z, and
so by Lemma 4.4, Γ is complete, contradicting the hypotheses on Γ.
If on the other hand x and y are adjacent, thenN(x)∪{x} = N(y)∪{y}, which
defines a non-trivial G-invariant equivalence relation on X , and so Γ is empty or
complete, once again contradicting the hypotheses on Γ.
We conclude that |N(x) ∩N(y)| 6= k − 1, and so |N(x) ∩N(y)| ≤ k − 2. 
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Theorem 4.1 is now an immediate consequence of the previous corollary and
Theorem 2.1. The results above apply in particular to the graph Gr′(S), where
S = 〈G, f〉, since the automorphism group of this graph contains the primitive
group G.
Proposition 4.6 Suppose thatG is primitive and does not synchronize the singular
map f . Let S = 〈G, f〉. Then Gr′(S) has the following properties:
(a) If x 6= y, then |N(x) ∩N(y)| ≤ k − 2, where k is the valency of Gr′(S).
(b) If x and y are distinct, there exists a maximum clique in Gr′(S) containing
x but not y.
Proof The first claim follows from Lemma 4.4 and Corollary 4.5. For the sec-
ond claim, if every maximum clique containing x also contains y, then Gr′(S) is
complete by Lemma 4.4. However, as f is singular, Gr(S) is not complete, and so
neither is its subgraph Gr′(S). 
4.3 The main result about maps of rank n− 3
The aim of this subsection is to prove the following:
Theorem 4.7 Primitive groups synchronize maps of rank n− 3.
It is proved in [6] that a primitive group G synchronizes every map of kernel
type (4, 1, . . . , 1). Therefore, to cover all maps of rank n− 3, we have to consider
the maps of kernel type (3, 2, 1, . . . , 1) and (2, 2, 2, 1, . . . , 1).
Kernel type (p, 2, 1, . . . , 1)
It was shown in [6] that every primitive group G synchronizes every map f of
kernel type (p, 2, 1, . . . , 1) for p = 2, and for idempotent maps in the case of p = 3.
We will show that every primitive groupG synchronizes every map f of kernel type
(p, 2, 1, . . . , 1), for p ≥ 3. This result was recently proved independently by Spiga
and Verret [44].
Theorem 4.8 Let X be a set with at least 6 elements, p ≥ 3, G a primitive group
acting on X and f ∈ T (X) a map of kernel type (p, 2, 1, . . . , 1), that is, f has
one kernel class of size p, one kernel class of size 2, and an arbitrary number of
singleton kernel classes. Then G synchronizes f .
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Proof Let S = 〈G, f〉, and Γ = Gr(S), let k be the valency of Γ. Assume that G
does not synchronize f ; then Γ is not null by Theorem 2.1, and it is not complete
either as f has non-singleton kernel classes.
Let A = {a1, a2} be the two-element kernel class of f and let B be its largest
kernel class. Let b1, b2 be distinct elements in B, and K = A ∪B.
Now let NB be the set of all vertices in K, the complement of K, that are
adjacent to at least one element of B. As f maps NB injectively into N(b1f) \
{a1f}, we get |NB| ≤ k − 1.
By definition we have N(b1), N(b2) ⊆ NB ∪A, and
|NB ∪A| = |NB|+ |A| ≤ (k − 1) + 2 = k + 1.
As |N(b1)| = |N(b2)| = k, it follows that |N(b1) ∩ N(b2)| ≥ k − 1 by the
pigeonhole principle. This contradicts Theorem 4.1, and so G synchronizes f . 
Kernel type (2, 2, 2, 1, . . . , 1)
We are going to prove the following result:
Theorem 4.9 Let G act primitively on X and let f ∈ T (X) have kernel type
(2, 2, 2, 1, . . . , 1). Then G synchronizes f .
Let S = 〈G, f〉 and Γ = Gr(S). By Theorem 2.1, S is a set of endomorphisms
of Γ. Assume that G does not synchronize f ; then Γ is not null, once again by
Theorem 2.1. Moreover Γ has clique number equal to its chromatic number. Let k
be the valency of Γ.
Let A = {a1, a2}, B = {b1, b2}, C = {c1, c2} be the non-singleton kernel
classes of f , and let K = A ∪B ∪ C.
By [41], the smallest non-synchronizing group has degree 9; therefore, every
primitive group of degree at most 8 synchronizes every singular transformation;
hence we can assume that n ≥ 9 and so f of kernel type (2, 2, 2, 1, . . .) has at least
3 singletons classes so that K 6= ∅. As Γ has primitive automorphism group, it
is connected and hence there is at least one edge between K and K, say at some
ai ∈ A. We claim that there is an edge between A and B ∪ C. For the sake of
contradiction, assume otherwise. Then, as f maps K injectively, both N(a1) and
N(a2) are mapped injectively to N(a1f) and as all of these sets have size k, we
get that N(a1) = N(a2), contradicting Lemma 2.3. So there is an edge between
A and, say B, and hence between a1f and b1f .
Repeating the same argument for the remaining class C we get that there must
also be at least one edge between C and one of A or B. Up to a renaming of the
classes, we have two situations:
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Case 1: there are no edges between A and C.
We exclude this case with an argument already used. For there are no edges
between A and C, and so any neighbour of a1 or a2 must lie in B∪NA, where NA
is the set of elements in K that is adjacent to at least one of a1, a2.
Now |NA| ≤ k−1, as its elements are mapped injectively toN(a1f)\{b1f} by
f , and so |B∪NA| ≤ k+1. By the pigeonhole principle, |N(a1)∩N(a2)|≥k−1,
contradicting Theorem 4.1.
Case 2: there are edges between every pair from A, B, and C, and hence
their images a1f, b1f, c1f form a 3-cycle.
Consider the induced subgraph onXf . We will obtain upper and lower bounds
on the number of edges in Xf , using methods analogous to those used in [6].
Let e be the number of vertices in Γ, and let l be the number of edges within
K.
As Xf is obtained by deleting three vertices of X , the induced graph on Xf
contains at most e−3k+ 3 edges (a loss of k edges at each vertex not in the image
of f , with at most 3 edges counted twice).
For the lower bound we count how many edges are at most sent to a common
image by f . Let r, s, t be the number of edges between A and B, B and C, C and
A, respectively, hence l = r + s + t. Since the sets A, B and C each have two
elements, it follows that r, s, t ≤ 4. These l edges are collapsed onto 3 edges, so
we loose l − 3 edges from within K.
For each c ∈ K, such that (c, a1), (c, a2) are edges, we map two edges into
one (and hence lose one). Now r + t edges connect A to K \ A. These edges are
connecting to just two vertices, namely a1 and a2, so one of them connects to at
least d(r + t)/2e edges from within K. Hence there are at most k − d(r + t)/2e
edges between one of the ai and K, and so this is the maximal number of values
c ∈ K for which (c, a1) and (c, a2) are edges. Symmetric arguments yield the
following result.
Lemma 4.10 The transformation f identifies at most k−d(r+ t)/2e of the edges
between K and A, at most k − d(r+ s)/2e of the edges between K and B, and at
most k − d(s+ t)/2e of the edges between K and C.
Hence the number of edges in Xf is at least
e−(k − d(r + t)/2e)︸ ︷︷ ︸
loss in K–A
− (k − d(r + s)/2e)︸ ︷︷ ︸
loss in K–B
− (k − d(s+ t)/2e)︸ ︷︷ ︸
loss in K–C
− (l − 3)︸ ︷︷ ︸
loss within K
≥
≥ e− 3k + (r + t)/2 + (r + s)/2 + (s+ t)/2− (l − 3) = e− 3k + 3. (1)
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This equals our upper bound. It follows that all estimates used in deriving our
bounds must be tight. We have proved half of the following result.
Lemma 4.11 Under the conditions of Case 2, and with notation as above, f iden-
tifies exactly k − (r + t)/2 pairs of edges between K and A, k − (r + s)/2 pairs
of edges between K and B, and k − (s + t)/2 pairs of the edges between K
and C. In addition, N(a1) ∩ K = N(a2) ∩ K, N(b1) ∩ K = N(b2) ∩ K,
N(c1) ∩K = N(c2) ∩K.
Proof As our upper and lower bounds agree, the estimates from Lemma 4.10 must
be tight. Moreover, the inequality in (1) must be tight, as well, which implies that
(r + t)/2, (r + s)/2, (s+ t)/2 are equal to their ceilings and hence integers. This
proves the first claim.
Thus 2k − (r + t), the number of edges between A and K, is an even number.
In addition, k − (r + t)/2, the number of edges between A and K identified by
f , is then exactly half of the number of edges between A and K. However f can
only map at most two such edges onto one, as A has only 2 elements. It follows
that if (c, a1) is an edge with c ∈ K, then (c, a2) is an edge as well, and vice versa.
Hence N(a1) ∩K = N(a2) ∩K, and the remaining claims follow by symmetry.

Theorem 4.1 implies thatN(b1)∪N(b2) must contain at least four vertices that
are in exactly one of N(b1), N(b2). By Lemma 4.11, N(b1) ∩K = N(b2) ∩K.
So the four vertices that are in exactly one of N(b1), N(b2) must be a1, a2, c1, c2,
with each of b1 and b2 connected to exactly two of them, and so b1 and b2 have
no common neighbour in K. The same holds for the pairs from A and C. This
shows that the two vertices adjacent to b1 cannot both lie in A, for otherwise a1
and a2 would be both adjacent to b1. By symmetry each vertex is adjacent to
exactly one element of the other non-singleton kernel classes. Each vertex with its
two neighbours form a transversal for {A,B,C}; thus there are only two possible
type of configurations: either the edges form two disjoint 3-cycles, both of which
intersect all of A, B, C or the edges form a 6-cycle that transverses A, B, C in a
periodic order. In different words, we can assume without loss of generality that
we have a1 − b1 − c1 and a2 − b2 − c2. Thus, either a1 − c1 (and hence we have
two 3-cycles a1 − b1 − c1 − a1 and a2 − b2 − c2 − a2, see Figure 7), or a1 − c2
and we have one 6-cycle a1 − b1 − c1 − a2 − b2 − c2 − a1 (see Figure 8).
In either case, the triple transposition g = (a1 a2)(b1 b2)(c1 c2) is an automor-
phism of the induced subgraph on K. In fact, since N(a1) ∩ K = N(a2) ∩ K,
N(b1) ∩K = N(b2) ∩K, N(c1) ∩K = N(c2) ∩K, the trivial extension of g is
an automorphism of Γ. As explained in Subsection 4.1, this is impossible. So we
have:
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Figure 7: One of the two possible induced subgraphs on K
•
• ••
• •
Figure 8: One of the two possible induced subgraphs on K
Theorem 4.12 Let G act primitively on X , and let f ∈ T (X) have kernel type
(2, 2, 2, 1, . . . , 1). Then G synchronizes f .
With the results above about transformations of kernel type (3, 2, 1, . . . , 1)
(taking p = 3 in Theorem 4.8) and the results from [6] (k = 4 in Theorem 2)
about transformations of kernel type (4, 1, . . . , 1), we get Theorem 4.7.
5 Sets with a small neighbourhood
In this section, we will exploit sets of vertices that share a large number of ad-
jacent vertices to show that transformations with certain kernel types are always
synchronized. A consequence of the results in this section is that primitive groups
synchronize every transformation of kernel type (p, 3, 1, . . . , 1), for p ≥ 4. We
also introduce some notation that will be used in the next section.
In the process, we will obtain a purely graph-theoretical result showing that,
with limited exceptions, in a vertex-primitive graph the size of the union of neigh-
bourhoods of a set of vertices A is bounded below by a function that is asymptoti-
cally
√|A|.
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Let Γ be a regular graph with valency k, and let A ⊆ V (Γ). We say that A is a
small neighbourhood set of defect d if | ∪a∈A N(a)| ≤ k + d.
We will assume throughout this section that Γ is a graph with primitive auto-
morphism group such that for all pairs x, y of distinct vertices Γ, |N(x)∩N(y)| ≤
k − 2. By Corollary 4.5, this holds in particular for all non-complete vertex-
primitive graphs with coinciding clique and chromatic number. These graphs are
sufficient for establishing our results on synchronization. By the results of [44], this
condition actually holds for all but a limited number of vertex-primitive graphs.
Lemma 5.1 Let Γ be as above and assume that A is a small neighbourhood set of
defect 2 in Γ of size l ≥ 3. Set NA = ∪a∈AN(a). Let x, y, z ∈ A be distinct, and
w ∈ NA. Then
(a) |N(x) ∩N(y)| = k − 2,
(b) N(x) ∪N(y) = NA,
(c) N(z) ⊆ N(x) ∪N(y),
(d) |N(w) ∩A| ≥ l − 1,
(e) the 2 elements of NA \N(z) are in N(x) ∩N(y),
(f) NA contains at least 2l elements that are not adjacent to all elements of A.
Proof The first two claims follow from |N(x) ∪ N(y)| ≤ k + 2 in connection
with our assumption that |N(x) ∩ N(y)| ≤ k − 2 and the pigeonhole principle.
The third follows from the second. For the fourth, assume that x, y ∈ A \ N(w),
x 6= y. Then N(x) ∪ N(y) 6= NA, as w /∈ N(x) ∪ N(y), for a contradiction.
For (e) notice that any counterexample w would contradict (d). The last claim now
follows from (e). 
For d ∈ N, define ld = d2(d + 1) + 1. It is straightforward to check that ld
satisfies the recursion l1 = 2; ld = ld−1 + d for d ≥ 2.
Lemma 5.2 Let Γ be as above. For d ≥ 1, Γ does not contain any small neigh-
bourhood set A of defect d and size at least ld.
Proof The proof is by induction on d. The base case d = 1 follows directly from
our assumptions about Γ.
So let d ≥ 2 and assume that the result holds for smaller values of d. By way
of contradiction let A be a small neighbourhood set of defect d with ld distinct
elements. We have that |NA| = k + d. Let w ∈ NA. We claim that |N(w) ∩
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A| > ld − ld−1. Indeed, if A′ ⊆ A \ N(w) for some A′ with |A′| = ld−1, then
∪a∈A′N(a) ⊆ NA \ {w}, and A′ would be a small neighbourhood set of defect at
most d − 1 and size ld−1. Such an A′ does not exist by our inductive assumption,
and so |N(w) ∩A| > ld − ld−1.
Now let x, y ∈ A, and g ∈ G such that xg ∈ NA, yg /∈ NA. Such g exists by
primitivity. AsN(x)∪N(y) is contained in a set of size k+d, N(y) intersects any
subset of N(x) of size d+1. The same holds for N(yg) and N(xg). As xg ∈ NA,
there are at least ld − ld−1 + 1 = d + 1 elements in A ∩ N(xg). Hence yg is
connected to one of those elements, and hence in NA, for a contradiction. 
Theorem 5.3 Suppose that Γ is a vertex-primitive graph that is
(a) non-complete;
(b) not isomorphic to the underlying graph of a Cayley digraph of Zp with con-
nection set{
p− 1
2
− c, p− 1
2
− c+ 1, . . . , p− 1
2
+ c− 1, p− 1
2
+ c,
}
for some odd prime p and 1 ≤ c ≤ p−12 − 1.
Then Γ does not contain any small neighbourhood set A of defect d and size at
least ld = d2(d+ 1) + 1.
Proof Spiga and Verret [44] list all the vertex-primitive digraphs that contain dis-
tinct vertices x, y with N(x) ∩ N(y) = k − 1. It is straightforward to check that
the listed exceptions account for all (loopless) graphs on their list. The result now
follows with Lemma 5.2.
We have everything needed to prove the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 5.4 Let d1, . . . , dj ≥ 2 be integers and d = −j + Σdi. Let l ≥
ld=
d
2(d+ 1) + 1. Then a primitive permutation group G synchronizes every map
f of kernel type (l, d1, d2, . . . , dj , 1, . . . , 1).
Proof Assume otherwise, and let A be the kernel class of size l of f , Bi be the
other non-singleton kernel classes of f , and x ∈ A. In Γ, the elements of NA all
map toN(xf) of size k. This set has at most k+(d1−1)+(d2−1)+· · ·+(dj−1) =
k + d preimages. It follows that A is a small neighbourhood set of defect d and
size at least ld, contradicting Lemma 5.2. 
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Theorem 5.4 is applicable if j = 1 and d = 3, in which case ld = 4. In Subsection
6.1, we will show that a primitive permutation group synchronizes every map of
kernel type (3, 3, 1, . . . , 1). Together, these results imply the following corollary
(see also Theorem 4.8).
Corollary 5.5 Let p ≥ 3, and G a primitive permutation group on X . Then G
synchronizes every transformation on X of kernel type (p, 3, 1, . . . , 1).
6 Maps of rank n− 4
The aim of this section is to prove the following:
Theorem 6.1 Let G be a primitive group acting on a set of vertices X with |X| =
n ≥ 5. Then G synchronizes every map of rank n− 4.
We will first prove various auxiliary lemmas and describe our general proof strat-
egy. The actual proofs involve a large number of subcases and will be divided over
the next three subsections, each of which covers a particular kernel type.
Throughout our proof of Theorem 6.1, we assume that G is a primitive group
of degree n over a set X , f is a transformation of rank n − 4, and G does not
synchronize f . Recall the definition of Gr′ preceding Theorem 2.2, page 7. We let
Γ′ = Gr′(S) with S = 〈G ∪ {f}〉, k the valency of Γ′, and r its clique size.
The five possible kernel classes for a map of rank n − 4 are (5, 1, . . . , 1),
(4, 2, 1, . . . , 1), (3, 3, 1, . . . , 1), (3, 2, 2, 1, . . . , 1), and (2, 2, 2, 2, 1, . . . , 1). If f is
one of the first two types, the result was shown in [6] and Theorem 4.8. The re-
maining three cases are covered in the following subsections.
For each kernel type, we will denote byK the union of the non-singleton kernel
classes of f . For any given non-singleton kernel class Z, we let NZ = ∪z∈ZN(z),
and let N ′Z = NZ ∩ K. We repeat that for all such Z, |NZ | ≥ k + 2, as neigh-
bourhoods of distinct elements in Z may only have intersection of size at most
k − 2.
We will distinguish several cases by the induced subgraph on the set Kf . Let
Z be a non-singleton kernel class of f with image z′. Let Y1, . . . , Ym be those
non-singleton kernel classes that map to neighbours of z′. We refer to the number
pZ = |Y1|+ · · ·+ |Ym|+ (k−m) as the number of potential neighbours of Z, and
to p′Z = k −m as the number of potential singleton kernel class neighbours of Z.
Lemma 6.2 |NZ | ≤ pZ , |N ′Z | ≤ p′Z .
Proof z′ has m neighbours that are images of non-singleton kernel classes and
hence k−m neighbours that are either images of singleton kernel classes or not in
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the image of f . If z ∈ Z and y is such that z − y, then y must be a preimage of
a neighbour of z′, hence y ∈ Yi for some i or y is the singleton class preimage of
one of remaining k −m elements of N(z′). The results follow. 
For z ∈ X , let [z] denote the kernel class of f containing z.
Lemma 6.3 Let r be the number of edges in the induced subgraph of K. Then
r ≥ 12Σz∈K(k − p′[z]).
Proof For any given z ∈ K, all neighbours of z that lie in singleton kernel classes
are in N ′[z]. By the previous lemma |N ′[z]| ≤ p′[z]. Hence z has at least k − p′[z]
neighbours in Z. Summing over all z ∈ K, we obtain a lower bound on the
number of pairs in the adjacency relation on K. The result follows. 
Lemma 6.4 Suppose that there are s non-singleton kernel classes, and that the
induced subgraph on Kf has r′ edges. Let r be the number of edges in K, then
r ≤ sk − r′ − Σ|N ′Z |+ 6,
where the sum is over the non-singleton kernel classes Z of f .
Proof Consider the two induced graphs on X and Xf . We will estimate the
difference in their number of edges in two ways.
Xf is obtained from X by deleting 4 vertices, namely the non-images of f .
Each of these is a vertex of k edges. Hence we lose 4k edges minus the number
that we count twice because both of their vertices are non-images of f . There are
at most 6 such edges between 4 vertices. Hence we lose at least 4k − 6 edges.
We obtain another estimate by comparing various subsets of edges and their
images under f . We start with those edges that are within K: here r edges are
mapped onto r′ edges for a loss of r − r′.
For each non-singleton kernel class, Z let rZ be the number of edges between
Z andK \Z. Then there are |Z|k−rZ edges between Z and elements in singleton
kernel classes. These edges map to the |N ′Z | edges between the image of Z and the
images of N ′Z . Hence we have an effective loss of |Z|k − rZ − |N ′Z | of edges.
Finally we note that all edges between singleton classes are mapped injectively
to other edges, so we do not encounter any loss for them.
Summing up, we obtain a loss of at most
(r − r′) + Σ (|Z|k − rZ − |N ′Z |) = r − r′ + Σ|Z|k − ΣrZ − Σ|N ′Z |
= r − r′ + |K|k − 2r − Σ|N ′Z |
= |K|k − r − r′ − Σ|N ′Z |
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edges, where the sums are over the set of non-singleton kernel classes indexed by
Z. Comparing with the lower bound 4k − 6, we get that
r ≤ (|K|k − r′ − Σ|N ′Z |)− (4k − 6)
= (|K| − 4)k − r′ − Σ|N ′Z |+ 6
= sk − r′ − Σ|N ′Z |+ 6.

In the following, we will only be dealing with kernel classes Z that satisfy pZ ∈
{k + 2, k + 3}. As pZ ≥ |NZ | ≥ k + 2, in cases where pZ = k + 2, we get
that pZ = |NZ |. Hence every potential neighbour of Z is in fact a neighbour.
In particular, every potential singleton class neighbour is also a neighbour, which
implies that |N ′Z | = p′Z = k −mZ , where mZ is the number of neighbours of the
image of Z in Kf . In case that pZ = k + 3, one potential neighbour might not be
a neighbour (or might not exist, if the image of Z has a neighbour that is not in the
image of f ). Hence in this case |N ′Z | ∈ {p′Z , p′Z − 1}.
Lemma 6.5 Under the conditions of Lemma 6.4, assume that for all non-singleton
kernel classes Z, pZ ∈ {k + 2, k + 3}. Let d be the number of kernel classes for
which pZ = k + 3. Then r ≤ r′ + d+ 6.
Moreover, for each Z, let mZ be the number of neighbours of the image of Z
that lie in Kf . If r = r′ + i + 6, for some 1 ≤ i ≤ d, then there are at least i
non-singleton kernel classes Z for which |N ′Z | = p′Z − 1 = k −mZ − 1.
Proof By Lemma 6.4, r ≤ sk−r′−Σ|N ′Z |+6, and as pointed out after the lemma,
we have |N ′Z | = k −mZ , if pz = k + 2, or |N ′Z | ≥ k −mZ − 1, if pz = k + 3.
Assume that there are exactly j kernel classes Z for which |N ′Z | = k −mZ − 1.
Then
r ≤ sk − r′ − Σ|N ′Z |+ 6
= sk − r′ − (Σ(k −mZ)− j) + 6
= sk − r′ − (sk − 2r′)+ j + 6
= r′ + j + 6.
|N ′Z | = k−mZ−1 implies that pZ = k+3, therefore j ≤ d, and the first statement
of the lemma follows. Assuming r = r′+ i+ 6, we obtain i ≤ j, which shows the
second statement. 
Our proof of Theorem 6.1 proceeds by considering for each kernel class all poten-
tial combinations of induced subgraphs on K and Kf . All configurations whose
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number of edges lie within the bounds of Lemmas 6.3 and 6.5 will be further re-
stricted and eventually excluded.
One of our most common arguments will be to construct a contradiction to
Lemma 2.4. As we will use this construction extensively, we will introduce some
special notation for it. By a CME – standing for clique minus one edge – we mean a
set of vertices of size r+ 1 that contains at most one non-edge, i.e., a configuration
that violates either Lemma 2.4 or the fact that r is the clique number of Γ′.
For distinct vertices x, y, z, with x − y, the expression CME(x − y, z) means
that for any r-clique L that contains the edge from x to y (whose existence follows
from the definition of Γ′), the set L ∪ {z} is a CME. A typical application will be
that z is in the same kernel class as one of x or y, and adjacent to the other one.
Often we will have that N ′[z] ⊆ N(z) due to z having not enough neighbours in
K to omit a vertex from N ′[z]. It then just remains to check that all vertices in K
adjacent to both x and y are also adjacent to z.
Another tool is to utilize small neighbourhood sets of defect 2. We always have
such a set of size at least 2 available if we have a kernel class Z with pZ = k + 2.
By transitivity ofG, every element is then part of such a set. The following lemmas
draw consequences in these cases.
Lemma 6.6 Let x, y ∈ X , such that in Γ, |N(x) ∩N(y)| = k − 2.
(a) x and y are non-adjacent.
(b) Suppose that Z is a kernel class of f such that N(x) ∩ Z 6= ∅ 6= N(y) ∩ Z,
but that Z ∩N(x) 6= Z ∩N(y). Then xf = yf .
Proof Assume that x and y are adjacent. Then x ∈ N(y) \ N(x). Let z be
the other element of N(y) \ N(x). By Proposition 4.6, there exists an r-clique L
containing y, but not containing x. Then L∪{x} is a CME, as it has r+1 elements
and at most one non-edge between x and z. By contradiction, we obtain (a).
Now in the situation of (b), say w.l.o.g. that z ∈ (Z ∩N(y)) \N(x). Let L be
an r-clique containing y and avoiding the unique element in N(y)\ (N(x) ∪ {z}).
Then z ∈ L for otherwise L′ = L ∪ {x} is a CME. Hence z ∈ L′, and L′ is
missing two edges, namely (x, y) and (x, z). Now Z ∩ N(x) 6= ∅, hence there is
an edge from x to an element of Z, and hence the non-edge (x, z) maps to the edge
(xf, zf). It follows that L′f cannot have r+ 1 elements, for otherwise it would be
a CME. So f must identify two elements of L′. These cannot be any elements of
the clique L. x is adjacent to all elements of L \ {y, z}, and (xf, zf) is an edge.
Thus xf = yf by elimination. 
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Lemma 6.7 Suppose that in Γ′ we have a small neighbourhood set of defect 2 and
size at least 2. Then there exist vertices x, y, z ∈ Γ′ such that |N(x) ∩ N(y)| =
k − 2, |N(y) ∩N(z)| = k − 2, |N(x) ∩N(y) ∩N(z)| < k − 2. Moreover, such
triples exist for any chosen vertex y.
Proof Let ∼ be the relation on Γ′ defined by x ∼ y if either x = y or |N(x) ∩
N(y)| = k − 2. The relation ∼ is clearly reflexive, symmetric, and preserved by
G.
Assume that for all x, y, z ∈ Γ′, |N(x) ∩ N(y)| = k − 2 = |N(y) ∩ N(z)|
implies that |N(x) ∩ N(z)| = k − 2. Our assumption means that ∼ is transitive
and hence a G-compatible equivalence relation on X . By primitivity of G, ∼ is
trivial or universal. However, ∼ is non-trivial as we assumed that Γ′ has a small
neighbourhood set of defect 2, and it is not universal, as adjacent elements of Γ′
are not in ∼ by Lemma 6.6(a). By contradiction, there exist x, y, z ∈ Γ′, with
|N(x) ∩ N(y)| = k − 2 = |N(y) ∩ N(z)|, and k − 2 > |N(x) ∩ N(z)| ≥
|N(x) ∩N(y) ∩N(z)|.
The last assertion follows from the transitivity of G. 
Lemma 6.8 Suppose that in Γ′ we have a small neighbourhood set of defect 2 and
size at least 2. Let y ∈ Γ′, and y′, y¯ ∈ N(y), y′ 6= y¯. Then there exists a w ∈ Γ′
such that |N(y) ∩N(w)| = k − 2 and N(w) ∩ {y′, y¯} 6= ∅.
Proof Given y, let x, z be the elements constructed in Lemma 6.7. Then |N(x)∩
N(y)| = |N(z)∩N(y)| = k−2. We claim that one of x, z is adjacent to an element
of {y′, y¯}. For assume otherwise, then |N(x)∩N(y)∩N(z)| = |N(y)\{y′, y¯}| =
k − 2, contradicting Lemma 6.7. The result follows. 
Lemma 6.9 Let x, y ∈ Γ′, xf 6= yf , such that {x, y} is a small neighbourhood
set of defect 2. Let N = N(x)∩N(y). If for every non-singleton kernel class Z of
f , |N ∩ Z| ≤ 1, then xf and yf are non-adjacent.
Proof As {x, y} is a small neighbourhood set of defect 2, |N | = k− 2. Consider
Nf . As |N ∩ Z| ≤ 1 for all kernel classes Z, f maps N injectively, and so
|Nf | = k−2. Moreover, x, y are adjacent to every element inN , and as xf 6= yf ,
N ∪{x, y} is mapped injectively by f , as well. It follows that |N(xf)∩N(yf)| ≥
|Nf | = k − 2, which implies that {xf, yf} are also a small neighbourhood set of
defect 2. The result now follows with Lemma 6.6 (a). 
Lemma 6.10 Let A1, A2 be small neighbourhood sets of defect 2 and size 3. If
|A1 ∩A2| ≥ 2 then A1 = A2.
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Proof Let A1 = {x, y, z1}, A1 = {x, y, z2}. Then
k + 2 ≤ |N{x,y}| ≤ |NA1 | = k + 2,
and so N{x,y} = NA1 . Symmetrically, NA2 = N{x,y} = NA1 which implies that
NA1∪A2 = NA1 , and so |NA1∪A2 | = k + 2. By Lemma 5.2, there are no small
neighbourhood sets of defect 2 and size 4, hence z1 = z2 and A1 = A2. 
6.1 Maps of kernel type (3, 3, 1, . . . , 1)
Let f be a map of kernel type (3, 3, 1, . . . , 1), A = {a1, a2, a3}, B = {b1, b2, b3}
the non-singleton kernel classes of f , and assume that Γ has r edges between A
and B. In order for pA ≥ k + 2, the images of A and B need to be connected and
we get k+ 2 = pA = |NA| = pB = |NB| and |N ′A| = |N ′B| = k− 1. Hence A,B
are small neighbourhood sets of defect 2.
Our next goal is to bound r. By Lemma 5.1, every element of NA is adjacent
to at least 2 elements in A, hence r ≥ 6. Lemma 6.5 shows that r ≤ 7.
We will treat the two cases r = 6, 7 simultaneously. If r = 6, then every
element of B is adjacent to exactly 2 elements of A and vice versa. If r = 7 then
exactly one element of A is adjacent to all vertices in B, exactly one element of B
is adjacent to all vertices in A, and the remaining elements of A ∪ B have exactly
2 neighbours in K. Hence w.l.o.g., we may assume that all edges in A ∪ B lie on
the 6-cycle a1 − b3 − a2 − b1 − a3 − b2 − a1, except for potentially an extra edge
between a2 and b2 in case that r = 7. These two configurations are depicted in
Figures 9 and 10.
•
•
•
•
•
•
a1
a3
a2
b3
b1
b2
Figure 9: The induced subgraph on K with 6 edges
Lemma 6.11 There exist unique elements z ∈ N ′A, c ∈ N ′B that are not adjacent
to a3, b1, respectively. Moreover, c is adjacent to a3.
Proof We have that |N(b1) ∩ A| = 2. It follows that |N(b1) ∩N ′B| = k − 2. As
|N ′B| = k − 1, there is exactly one element c in N ′B that is not connected to b1.
The existence and uniqueness of z follow symmetrically. By (d) of Lemma 5.1, we
have the edges b3 − c− b2, and a2 − z − a3.
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a1
a3
a2
b3
b1
b2
Figure 10: The induced subgraph on K with 7 edges
Now consider an r-clique L containing the edge a3− b2. We have that b1− a3
and L\{a3, b2} ⊆ N ′B ⊆ N(b1)∪{c}. It follows that c ∈ L for otherwise L∪{b1}
would be a CME, missing only an edge between b1 and b2. Hence c− a3.
The construction from this lemma is depicted in Figure 11. Note that there
may be additional edges that are not depicted, except for the confirmed non-edges
(c, b1), (z, a1). The dotted edge is the additional edge in the case r = 7. 
•
•
•z •
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a1
a3
a2
b3
b1
b2
c•
Figure 11: The construction from Lemma 6.11.
Let g ∈ G be such that a1g ∈ A, a3g /∈ A. Consider A′ = Ag−1. It is a small
neighbourhood set of defect 2, as A has this property. Moreover a1 ∈ A ∩ A′ but
A 6= A′, as a3g /∈ A. By Lemma 6.10, A′ ∩ A = {a1}. Let A′ = {a1, x, y}.
b3 ∈ N(a1) and hence by (d) of Lemma 5.1, one element of x, y, say x, must be
adjacent to b3. Hence x ∈ NB \A.
As xf 6= a1f , by Lemma 6.6, N(a1) ∩ B = N(x) ∩ B = {b2, b3}. As
b1 /∈ N(x), x = c, where c is from Lemma 6.11. By the same lemma, we have that
x− a3. As x is not adjacent to a1, we have that x = c = z once again by Lemma
6.11.
Now, consider the third element y of A′. If y would be adjacent to b2 or b3,
repeating the argument from the previous paragraph yields y = c. As x 6= y, it
follows that y is not adjacent to b2 or b3. As
|N(c) ∪N(y)| = |N(x) ∪N(y)| = k + 2,
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it follows that y is adjacent to every element in N(c) \ {b2, b3}. So y ∈ N(a3) and
hence y ∈ NA. As y /∈ N(a1) the uniqueness of z = x implies that y /∈ N ′A. So
y ∈ B, and hence y = b1, as b2, b3 are adjacent to a1. It follows that {a1, b1} is a
small neighbourhood set of defect 2.
Consider N = N(a1) ∩ N(b1) of size k − 2. N has no elements in K, and
hence |N ∩ Z| ≤ 1 for all kernel classes Z of f . By Lemma 6.9, a1f and b1f are
non-adjacent; however, this is false in our construction.
Our assumption was that G synchronizes the transformation f . Hence by con-
tradiction, Theorem 6.1 holds for transformations of kernel type (3, 3, 1, . . . , 1).
6.2 Transformations of kernel type (3, 2, 2, 1, . . . , 1)
Let A = {a1, a2}, B = {b1, b2, b3}, C = {c1, c2} be the non-singleton kernel
classes of f . The requirement that pZ ≥ k+ 2 for all kernel classes Z implies that
Kf is connected. Hence the induced graph on Kf is a 2-path or a triangle.
The induced graph onKf is a 2-path
The requirement that pB ≥ k + 2 implies that there must be edges from B to
both A and C, hence a1f − b1f − c1f .
Let r be the number of edges in K, by Lemma 6.5 we conclude that r ≤ 8.
As |N ′B| = k − 2, each element of B has at least 2 neighbours in K. Together,
these constraints imply that at least one element of B has exactly 2 neighbours in
K. If this holds for all elements of B, then for at least two distinct x, y ∈ B,
N(x) ∩ N(y) ∩ K 6= ∅. Otherwise, there are x, y ∈ B, with |N(x) ∩ K| = 2,
|N(y) ∩ K| ≥ 3. In both cases, x, y ∈ B satisfy |N(x) ∩ K| = 2, and N(x) ∩
N(y) ∩K 6= ∅. Say w.l.o.g. that x = b1, y = b2, and b1 − c1 − b2.
We claim that we have a CME(b2− c1, b1). For let L be an r-clique containing
b2, c1, then L \ {b2, c1} ⊆ N ′B . However N ′B ⊆ N(b1), as |N ′B| = k − 2, and b1
has only two neighbours in K. Hence L ∪ {b1} is only missing one edge between
b1 and b2, and is a CME.
By contradiction, we can exclude the case that Kf is a 2-path.
The images of the non-trivial kernel classes form a triangle
In this case, B is a small neighbourhood set of defect 2, and A and C are
small neighbourhood sets of defect 2 or 3. Lemma 6.5 shows that the number of
edges r in K satisfies r ≤ 11. Moreover, by the same lemma if r = 11, then
|N ′A| = k− 3 = |N ′C |, and if r = 10 then |N ′A| = k− 3 or |N ′C | = k− 3. We will
assume w.l.o.g. that |N ′A| ≤ k − 3 whenever r = 10. Moreover, if r = 11 we will
assume w.l.o.g. that there are at least as many edges from B to C as there are from
B to A.
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Lemma 6.12 Each element of x ∈ A ∪ C is adjacent to at least 2 elements of B,
and there is at least one edge from A to C.
Proof The first part follows from property (d) of Lemma 5.1. If there would be
no edges between A and C, then a1, a2 could only be adjacent to the 3 elements in
B and the k − 2 elements in N ′A, leaving |NA| ≤ k + 1, for a contradiction. 
Lemma 6.12 implies that r ≥ 9, hence K contains 9, 10, or 11 edges.
Lemma 6.13 There exists an element x ∈ C that is adjacent to exactly one element
of A.
Proof Lemma 6.12 together with the fact that r satisfies 9 ≤ r ≤ 11 implies that
there are 1 to 3 edges from A to C. The statement of the Lemma is true unless
there are exactly 2 edges from A to C that share a vertex in C. Say w.l.o.g. that
these are the edges a1 − c1 − a2, so c2 /∈ NA. Now, with the results of Lemma
6.12, the 2 edges between A and C require that r ≥ 10, and hence |N ′A| ≤ k − 3
by assumption. But then
|NA| ≤ |N ′A|+ |B|+ |{c1}| ≤ k + 1,
contradicting |NA| ≥ k + 2. 
Hence, we may assume that c1−a1, and that c1 is non-adjacent to a2. The following
figure depicts the minimal amount of edges in K.
•
•
a2
a1
•
•
•
b3
b1
b2 · · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
•
•
c2
c1
By transitivity of G, there exists a small neighbourhood set D (the image of B
under some g ∈ G) of defect 2 and size 3 with c1 ∈ D. As a1 − c1, by Lemma
5.1(c), there exists d ∈ D, d 6= c1 with a1 − d. Hence, d ∈ N ′A ∪ B ∪ {c2}. The
following lemmas will examine these possibilities.
Lemma 6.14 d /∈ B.
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Proof Assume otherwise, say that d = b1. Consider the set N = N(b1) ∩N(c1)
with |N | = k − 2. Then a1 is the only element in N ∩ A, as c1 is not adjacent to
a2. The other elements of N may not be in B or C, as b1 and c1 are, and hence are
in singleton classes.
N \ {a1}
•
•
a2
a1
•
•
•
b3
b1
b2 · · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · · •
•
c2
c1
By Lemma 6.9, b1f and c1f are non-adjacent. However, this is false, for a
contradiction. 
Lemma 6.15 d 6= c2.
Proof Assume otherwise. Then c2 − a1, and there are at least two edges between
A and C. Together with at least 4 edges from A to B, there are at most 5 edges
from B to C. As pB = k + 2, we have B ⊆ NC , and with at most 5 available
edges, it follows that N(c1) ∩B 6= N(c2) ∩B.
Now let e /∈ {c1, c2} be the third element of D. We have that B ⊆ N(c1) ∪
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N(c2) = ND. As |ND| = k + 2 and |B| = 3, e ∈ NB .
•
•
a2
a1 N(c1) ∩B
N(c2) ∩B
•e
?
?
B
· · ·· · ·
· · ·
· · · •
•
c2
c1
Now,N(e)∩B must differ from one ofN(c1)∩B,N(c2)∩B. This contradicts
Lemma 6.6(b), for ef 6= c1f = c2f . 
Lemma 6.16 d /∈ N ′A.
Proof Assume otherwise. By Lemma 6.6(b),N(d)∩A = N(c1)∩A = {a1}, and
so a2 /∈ N(d). This implies that a2 must have at least k − (|N ′A| − 1) neighbours
in K.
Now, if r = 9, then |N ′A| ≤ k−2, and so a2 requires at least 3 neighbors in K.
However, Lemma 6.12 accounts for all 9 edges in K, showing that a2 has exactly
2 neighbors in K (recall that the edge from A to C was assumed to be a1 − c1).
This excludes the case r = 9.
If r ≥ 10, then |N ′A| = k − 3, and so a2 requires at least 4 neighbors in K,
which must be the elements of B ∪ {c2}. With 3 edges from a2 to B, a2 − c2,
a1 − c1, 2 edges from a1 to B, and 4 edges between B and C, we see that r = 11.
•
•
• d
a2
a1
•
•
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b3
b1
b2 · · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
•
•
c2
c1
However, for the case that r = 11, we assumed that there are at least as many
edges from B to C as there are from B to A. Our final configuration violates this
assumption, for a contradiction.
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We have excluded every possible location for d. Therefore, Theorem 6.1 holds for
transformations f of kernel type (3, 2, 2, 1, . . . , 1).
6.3 Maps of kernel type (2, 2, 2, 2, 1, . . . , 1)
Let A,B,C,D be the non-singleton kernel classes of f , and let A = {a1, a2},
B = {b1, b2}, C = {c1, c2}, D = {d1, d2}.
For each kernel class Z with image z′, pZ ≥ k + 2 implies that z′ must be ad-
jacent to at least 2 other images of non-singleton kernel classes. Hence the induced
subgraph on Kf must have 6, 5, or 4 edges, and in the last case, these must form a
4-cycle.
Throughout, g will denote the transformation (a1 a2)(b1 b2)(c1 c2)(d1 d2). As
noted in Subsection 4.1, we are done if we can establish that g is an automorphism
of Γ′.
The image ofK has 4 edges arranged in a cycle
We may suppose that the images of the non-singleton kernel classes are a1f −
b1f − c1f − d1f − a1f . In this case each non-trivial kernel class Z satisfies
pZ = k+ 2, and is hence a small neighbourhood set of defect 2. Hence Z1 ⊆ NZ2
for every pair (Z1, Z2) of adjacent kernel classes. In particular, there are at least
two edges between each such pair.
Let r be the number of edges in K. By Lemma 6.3 and Lemma 6.5, we have
8 ≤ r ≤ 10.
K contains 8 edges
Here there are exactly two edges between each pair (Z1, Z2) of adjacent kernel
classes. Now Z1 ⊆ NZ2 and Z2 ⊆ NZ1 is only possible if the two edges between
Z1 and Z2 have disjoint vertices. The only two possible configurations are depicted
in Figures 12 and 13.
It is now easy to check that g is an automorphism of Γ′, for a contradiction.
K contains 9 edges
We may assume that A and B are the unique non-singleton kernel classes that
have 3 edges between them, and that b1 − a1 − b2 − a2. However in this case, we
have N ′B ⊆ N(b1), which implies the CME(a1 − b2, b1), for a contradiction.
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Figure 12: One of the two configuration with 8 edges
•
•
•
• ••
• •
Figure 13: One of the two configuration with 8 edges
K contains 10 edges
Suppose first that we have two kernel classes that have only three edges be-
tween them, sayA andB with edges b1−a1−b2−a2. By the number of available
edges, at least one of b1, a2 is a vertex of only two edges from within K. Hence
either N ′B ⊆ N(b1) or N ′A ⊆ N(a2), and so we have the CME(a1 − b2, b1) or
CME(a1 − b2, a2), as in the case that K contains 9 edges.
So assume instead that there are two kernel classes with 4 edges between them,
sayA andB; then we may assume that all edges withinK are a1−b1−a2−b2−a1,
b1−c1−d1−a1, and b2−c2−d2−a2 (see Figure 14). We haveN ′C ⊆ N(c1)∩N(c2)
and N ′D ⊆ N(d1) ∩ N(d2). Moreover N ′B consists of k − 4 elements that are
adjacent to both b1 and b2, one element b′1 adjacent to b1 but not b2, and one element
b′2 adjacent to b2 but not b1.
Lemma 6.17 |N(b′1) ∩N(c1)| = k − 2.
Proof By Lemma 6.8 applied to y = c1, y′ = b1, y¯ = d1, there exist z ∈ Γ′ with
|N(c1)∩N(z)| = k−2, such that z is adjacent to one of b1, d1. We want to narrow
the location of z.
As N(z) ∩ {b1, d1} 6= ∅, z ∈ {a1, a2} ∪ (N ′B \ {b′2}) ∪ N ′D. If z ∈ {a1, a2}
then N(z) ∩ B = B 6= {b1} = N(c1) ∩ B, contradicting Lemma 6.6. Similarly,
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••
d2
d1
•
•
a2
a1
•
•
b2
b1
•
•
c2
c1
Figure 14: The remaining configuration for K with 10 edges
if z ∈ N ′D then N(z) ∩D = D 6= {d1} = N(c1) ∩D, and if z ∈ N ′B \ {b′1, b′2}
then N(z) ∩B = B 6= {b1} = N(c1) ∩B. Hence z = b′1. 
Lemma 6.18 N(b′1) = {a1, a2, b1} ∪H where H ⊆ N ′C .
Proof b′1 must be in every r-clique containing a1 − b1, for otherwise we obtain
a CME(a1 − b1, b2). Hence a1 ∈ N(b′1). Similarly, a2 ∈ N(b′1) to avoid a
CME(a2 − b1, b2).
HenceN(b′1)\N(c1) = {a1, a2}. By Lemma 6.17, all remaining neighbours of
b′1 are inN(c1). One of those elements is b1. If d1 ∈ N(b′1), thenN(b′1)∩A = A 6=
{a1} = N(d1) ∩A, contradicting Lemma 6.6. Hence N(b1) \ {a1, a2, b1} ⊆ N ′C .

Lemma 6.19 There exists x ∈ Γ′ such that |N(b1)∩N(x)| = k−2, x is adjacent
to b′1, and x is not adjacent to c1.
Proof By Lemma 6.8 applied to y = b1, y′ = b′1, y¯ = c1, there exist x ∈ Γ′ with
|N(b1) ∩N(x)| = k − 2, such that x is adjacent to one of b′1, c1.
If x is adjacent to c1 then either x = d1 or x ∈ N ′C . Now if x = d1 then
N(b1) ∩ A = A 6= {a1} = N(d1) ∩ A, contradicting Lemma 6.6. Similarly, if
x ∈ N ′C , then N(x)∩C = C 6= {c1} = N(b1)∩C. Hence x ∈ N(b′1) \N(c1).
By Lemma 6.18, we get that x ∈ A. This implies that b1−x, contradicting Lemma
6.6(a).
The image ofK has 5 edges
We may assume that the edges in the image of K are a1f − b1f − c1f −d1f −
a1f − c1f . Hence B and D are small neighbourhood classes of defect 2 and A and
C are small neighbourhood classes of defect 2 or 3. As pB = pD = k − 2, there
are at least 2 edges between each kernel class pair in {A,C} × {B,D}.
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Let r be the number of edges in K; by Lemma 6.3 and Lemma 6.5, we obtain
10 ≤ r ≤ 13. Moreover, r = 13 implies that |N ′A| = k − 4 = |N ′C |, and r = 12
implies that |N ′A| = k − 4 or |N ′C | = k − 4.
Lemma 6.20 Let z ∈ B ∪D. Suppose that |N(z) ∩K| = 2. Then |N(z) ∩A| =
1 = |N(z) ∩ C|.
Proof Suppose otherwise, say w.l.o.g that N(b1) ∩K = A.
We claim that one element x ∈ A satisfies N ′A ⊆ N(x). If r ≤ 11, then at
most 7 edges have a vertex in A, as at least 4 edges lie between C,B and C,D.
Thus one of a1, a2 must have k − 3 = |N ′A| neighbours outside of K.
If r ≥ 12, then |N ′A| = k − 4 or |N ′C | = k − 4. However b1 /∈ NC , and so
NC ∩K has at most 5 elements. As |NC | ≥ k + 2, it follows that |N ′C | = k − 3,
and so |N ′A| = k − 4. Because r ≤ 13 at most 9 edges have a vertex in A, so one
of a1, a2 must have k − 4 neighbours outside of K.
In either case N ′A ⊆ N(x) for some x ∈ A, say for a1. However, we now
have a CME(b1 − a2, a1), for a contradiction. So |N(b1) ∩ A| = 1, and thus
|N(b1) ∩ C| = 1. 
Lemma 6.21 Γ′ has at least 10 edges that lie between the pairs of kernel classes
from {A,C} × {B,D}.
Proof Assume to the contrary that there are at most 9 edges between the pairs of
kernel classes from {A,C}×{B,D}. We will construct a contradiction to Lemma
6.9.
As there are at least two edges between the pairs in {A,C} × {B,D}, each
pair has either 2 or 3 edges between them, with at most one case of 3 edges. We
may assume that the exceptional pair in the case of 3 edges is (C,D). Applying
Lemma 6.20 to the 3 or 4 vertices z ∈ B ∪ D that have exactly two neighbours
in K, we see that if there are two edges between any pair (Y,Z) of kernel classes,
those edges have disjoint vertices.
Hence, w.l.o.g. we may assume that we have the edges b1 − a1 − d1 and
b2−a2−d2. In case that there are 3 edges betweenC andD, we may further assume
that d1 is the unique vertex inD with 3 neighbours inK. Applying Lemma 6.8 with
y = a1, y′ = b1, y¯ = d1, we see that there is a z such that |N(a1)∩N(z)| = k−2,
with z adjacent to b1 or d1.
We claim that z ∈ C. As z ∈ N(b1) ∪ N(d1), we have z ∈ C ∪ N ′B ∪ N ′D.
Now for all w ∈ N ′D, w ∈ N(d2) as d2 has only two neighbours in K. Hence
N(w)∩D 6= {d1} = N(a1)∩D, and so z /∈ N ′D by Lemma 6.6(b). An analogous
argument show that z /∈ N ′B , and so z ∈ C.
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Let N = N(a1) ∩N(z). We claim that for every non-singleton kernel class Z
of f , |N∩Z| ≤ 1. N∩B ⊆ N(a1)∩B = {b1} andN∩D ⊆ N(a1)∩D = {d1}, so
the claim holds for Z = B and Z = D. Moreover, N does not have any elements
in A or C, as a1 ∈ A, z ∈ C.
Hence Lemma 6.9 is applicable to N . By the lemma a1f and zf are non-
adjacent. However, we have that a1f − c1f = zf , as z ∈ C , for a contradiction.

K contains 10 or 11 edges
By Lemma 6.21, in these cases there is at most one edge between A and C.
Our next Lemma shows that this is not possible, for a contradiction.
Lemma 6.22 If r ≤ 11, there are at least two edges from A to C.
Proof At least one edge must cross from A to C, for otherwise not all elements
in A ∪ C could have 3 neighbours in K.
Assume that there is only one edge between A and C. As at least 6 edges go
from A to K \ A, there must be at least 5 from A to B ∪D, and by symmetry at
least 5 edges from C to B ∪D. This accounts for the maximum 11 edges. Hence
there are exactly 5 edges from A to B ∪D.
W.l.o.g. we may assume that there are 3 edges from A to D, say a1 − d1 −
a2 − d2, and 2 edge from A to B. The two edges from A to B must be adjacent to
different elements of A as A ⊆ NB . This implies that the edge between A and C
is adjacent to a1, and hence N(a2) ∩ C = ∅. Moreover, N(a1) ∩ K¯ = N ′A, as a1
has only three neighbours in K.
However, we now obtain CME(a2 − d1, a1) for a contradiction. Hence there
are at least two edges between A and C. 
K contains 12 edges
In this case |N ′A| = k− 4 or |N ′C | = k− 4, say |N ′A| = k− 4. Hence at least 8
edges go from A toK \A, while at least 6 edges go from C toK \C. With r = 12
this implies that at least 2 edges lie between A and C. With Lemma 6.21, we see
that there are exactly 2 edges between A and C. As C needs to be contained in
NB and ND, there exactly 2 edges each between (C,B) and (C,D). This leaves 6
edges between (A,B) and (A,D), and all edges are accounted for. Hence a1, a2
are both adjacent to exactly 4 elements in K, and thus N ′A ⊆ N(a1) ∩N(a2).
Assume first that there are 3 edges between each of these pairs, where we may
assume that b1 − a1 − b2 − a2. We have CME(a1 − b2, a2), unless there is an
element in C (which we may assume to be c1) such that b2− c1−a1, and that a2 is
not adjacent to c1. This implies that the second edge between B and C is b1 − c2,
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and so in particular c2 /∈ N(b2). But then N(a2) ∩N(b2) ∩C = ∅, and we obtain
CME(a2 − b2, a1), for a contradiction.
Up to symmetry, the only remaining option is that there are 4 edges between A
and B, and 2 edges between (A,D). We obtain a CME(a1 − b1, a2), unless one
element of C, say c1, satisfies a1 − c1 − b1 and c1 /∈ N(a2). However, we now
obtain a CME(a1−b2, a2), unless there exists x ∈ C satisfying a1−x−b2 and that
x /∈ N(a2). x 6= c1, for otherwise c2 /∈ NB , as there are only two edges from C to
B. Hence x = c2 and N(a2) ∩ C = ∅. Finally, we obtain the CME(a2 − b1, a1),
for a contradiction.
Hence we can exclude the possibility that K has 12 edges.
K contains 13 edges
By Lemma 6.5, |N ′A| = |N ′C | = k−4. Hence each element ofA∪C has at least
4 neighbours in K, and as r = 13 this is only possible if there are at least 3 edges
from A to C. In fact, Lemma 6.21 show that there are exactly 3 edges between A
and C, which in turn implies that each x ∈ A ∪ C has exactly 4 neighbours in K.
This implies that N ′A ⊆ N(a1) ∩N(a2).
Up to symmetry, we may assume that there are 3 edges from A to B, and 2
edges from A to D, say that b1−a1− b2−a2. As there are 3 edges between A and
C one of a1, a2 is adjacent to both elements in C. This must be a2, for otherwise
a1 has 4 neighbours in B ∪ C and could not be in ND. So c1 − a2 − c2. But then
we have a CME(a1 − b2, a2) for a final contradiction.
The image ofK has 6 edges
Now let r be the number of edges between the elements of K. By Lemmas 6.3
and 6.5 we get 12 ≤ r ≤ 16. Moreover, by Lemma 6.5, if p = r − 12, there are at
least p non-singleton kernel classes Z for which |N ′Z | ≤ k − 4.
Conversely, if there are p non-singleton kernel classes Z for which |N ′Z | ≤
k−4, there are at least 8 edges from each such Z toK \Z and at least 6 edges from
any other class Y to K \Y . This requires at least (8p+ 6(4− p))/2 = 12 + p = r
edges. Hence if there are 12 + p edges, there are exactly p kernel classes X for
which |N ′X | = k − 4, and exactly 4− p kernel classes with |N ′Z | = k − 3. As this
accounts for all edges, we have proved the following lemma.
Lemma 6.23 Let Z be a non-singleton kernel class, and x ∈ Z. If |N ′Z | = k − 3,
then x has exactly 3 neighbours in K. If |N ′Z | = k − 4, then x has exactly 4
neighbours in K. In particular, N ′Z ⊆ N(x).
Lemma 6.24 Let x ∈ Z, where Z is a kernel class with |N ′Z | = k − 3. Then all
three neighbours of x in K lie in different kernel classes.
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Proof Suppose otherwise, say w.l.o.g. that x = b1, and that a1 − b1 − a2. Then
we have CME(a1 − b1, a2), unless there exists x ∈ C ∪D satisfying a1 − x− b1
and that x /∈ N(a2). Hence a1, a2, x account for all neighbours of b1 in K. But
now we have CME(a2 − b1, a1), for a contradiction. 
Note that if |N ′Z | = k−4, then |NZ | = k+2, and soZ is a small neighbourhood
set of defect 2.
K contains 12 edges
Then |N ′X | = k − 3 for all X and by Lemma 6.24, every element of K has
exactly 3 neighbours in K, all from different kernel classes. This implies that there
are exactly 2 edges between each pair of kernel classes, and that these edges have
disjoint vertices. It follows that g is an automorphism, and the result follows.
K contains 13, 14, or 15 edges
In this case, we have kernel classes Y,Z such that |N ′Y | = k−4, |N ′Z | = k−3.
Note that Y is a small neighbourhood set of defect 2.
Assume w.l.o.g. that Z = A, then by Lemma 6.24, we may assume that
N(a1)∩K = {b1, c1, d1}. |N(a1)∩N(a2)∩K| ≤ 1, for otherwise |NA| < k+2.
Thus we may further assume that b2−a2−c2. By Lemma 6.24, a2 has no additional
neighbours in B ∪ C.
Now applying Lemma 6.8 with y = a1, y′ = b1, y¯ = c1 there exists z ∈
N(b1) ∪N(c1) with |N(z) ∩N(a1)| = k − 2. z 6= a2, as a2 is not adjacent to b1
or c1. If w ∈ N ′B , then N(w) ∩ B = B 6= {b1} = N(a1) ∩ B, and so w 6= z by
Lemma 6.6(b). Analog, we get that z /∈ N ′C . It follows that z ∈ B ∪ C ∪D.
Now consider N = N(a1) ∩ N(z). As N(a1) intersects every kernel class
in at most one point, the same holds for N . By Lemma 6.9, a1f and zf are non-
adjacent. However, as z ∈ B ∪ C ∪D, this is false, for a contradiction.
K contains 16 edges
Here |N ′Z | = k − 4 for all non-singleton kernel classes Z. As |NZ | ≥ k + 2,
this implies thatK\Z ⊆ NZ . It follows that if there are exactly two edges between
a pair of kernel classes, those edges have disjoint vertices. By Lemma 6.23, each
element of K has exactly four neighbours in K. Up to symmetry, there are two
possibilities:
(a) There are 4 edges between A and B, 4 edges between C and D, and 2 edges
each between the other pairs of kernel classes;
(b) There are 2 edges between A and B, 2 edges between C and D, and 3 edges
each between the other pairs of kernel classes;
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In the first case, it is easy to see that g is a graph automorphism, as the edges
between pairs of classes other than (A,B) and (C,D) have disjoint vertices. So
assume we are in the situation (b).
We may assume that the three edges between A and C are c1 − a1 − c2 − a2.
Hence c2 has two neighbours in A, one neighbour in D, and thus one neighbour in
B, which we may assume to be b2. Similarly, c1 has two neighbours in B, and we
get the edges b1 − c1 − b2 − c2 between B and C. Continuing in this fashion, we
get the edges d1 − b1 − d2 − b2 and a1 − d1 − a2 − d2.
Now we have the CME(a1 − c2, c1), unless c2 − d1. This implies c1 − d2.
Further, we get CME(a1− c2, a2) unless a1− b2, which implies that a2− b1. This
accounts for all edges (see Figure 15).
•
•
d2
d1
•
•
a2
a1
•
•
c2
c1
•
•
b2
b1
Figure 15: The final configuration
But now we have the CME(b2 − d2, b1), as N(b2) ∩ N(d2) ∩ K = {c1} ⊆
N(b1), and N ′B ⊆ N(b1). This contradiction excludes the final case in the proof
of Theorem 6.1.
We have shown that every primitive group synchronizes every transformation
of rank n− 4.
7 Primitive groups of permutation rank 3
The arguments of the preceding sections apply in complete generality because they
use only the fact that the groups involved are primitive. We can get stronger results
by focussing on a restricted class of primitive groups, in particular, the primitive
permutation groups of rank 3.
Note that the term “rank” is used in a different sense by permutation group
theorists! More precisely, the (permutation) rank of a transitive permutation group
G acting on a setX is the number of orbits ofG onX×X , the set of ordered pairs
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of elements of X . Equivalently, it is the number of orbits on X of the stabiliser of
a point of X .
If |X| > 1, then the rank of G is at least 2, because no permutation can map
(x, x) to (x, y). A primitive group of rank 2 is doubly transitive (and hence syn-
chronizing), and thus the first non-trivial cases are the primitive groups of rank 3.
The aim of this section is to prove the following result.
Theorem 7.1 A primitive permutation group of degree n and permutation rank 3
synchronizes any map with rank strictly larger than n− (1 +√n− 1/12).
Although a complete classification of the primitive groups of rank 3 is known
(see [37, 39, 38]), we do not use this, but use instead combinatorial properties of
strongly regular graphs. (A graph is strongly regular if the numbers k, λ, µ of
neighbours of a vertex, an edge, and a non-edge respectively are independent of
the chosen vertex, edge or non-edge. See [23] for the definition and properties of
strongly regular graphs. It is well known that a group with permutation rank 3 is
contained in the automorphism group of a strongly regular graph.)
More precisely, we shall prove the following result for strongly regular graphs.
In the statement of this result – and throughout this section – we call a strongly
regular graph non-trivial if it is connected and its complement is connected, which
is the same as requiring that µ > 0 and k > µ (the word “primitive” is sometimes
used to denote this property, but to avoid confusion with our many other uses of
primitive, we will not use it in this sense).
Theorem 7.2 Let Γ be a non-trivial strongly regular graph on n vertices and let
f ∈ End(Γ) be an endomorphism of Γ of rank r. Then n− r ≥ 1 +√n− 1/12.
The proof of this uses three simple lemmas:
Lemma 7.3 If Γ is a non-trivial strongly regular graph with parameters (n, k, λ, µ),
and f is a proper endomorphism of Γ of rank r, then
n− r ≥ (k − µ+ 4)/4.
Proof Suppose that the kernel of f has t singleton classes, and therefore n − t
vertices in non-singleton classes. As f is not an automorphism, it follows that
n− t ≥ 2, and because the non-singleton classes each have size at least 2, we have
r ≤ t + (n − t)/2. By adding (n − t)/2 to each side of this last expression and
rearranging, we conclude that n− t ≤ 2(n− r).
Let v and w be two vertices in the same kernel class of f and let V , W be
the neighbours of v and w respectively that lie in singleton kernel classes. As f
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identifies v and w, and maps the vertices of V ∪W injectively to the neighbours
of vf it follows that |V ∪W | ≤ k. Vertices v and w are each adjacent to at most
n− t− 2 vertices lying in non-singleton kernel classes so |V | ≥ k − (n− t− 2)
and similarly for |W |. Therefore
|V ∩W | = |V |+ |W | − |V ∪W |
≥ k − (n− t− 2) + k − (n− t− 2)− k
= k − 2(n− t) + 4
≥ k − 4(n− r) + 4.
Finally, as v and w are not adjacent, it follows that |V ∩W | ≤ µ and the result
follows by combining the two bounds for |V ∩W |. 
Lemma 7.4 If Γ is a non-trivial strongly regular graph with parameters (n, k, λ, µ),
then
k − µ ≥ 1
3
min(k, k′).
where k′ = n− k − 1 is the valency of the complement of Γ.
Proof If Γ is a conference graph, then n = 4µ + 1 and k = 2µ and so k − µ =
k/2 = k′/2, thereby satisfying the conclusion of the theorem. Otherwise the three
eigenvalues of Γ, which we denote k, r and s (with r > 0 > s), are all integers,
and in particular r ≥ 1. (There is possible confusion with the use of r as the rank
of an endomorphism; note that we only use r in the present sense within this proof,
following the notation of [23], and endomorphisms will not occur here.)
It is well-known that all the parameters of a strongly regular graph can be
expressed purely in terms of k, r and s (see [23, Chapter 2]) and from this it can
be deduced that
kr(k′ + r + 1)
k(r + 1) + k′r
=
krs(r + 1)(r − k)
k(k − r)(r + 1) = −rs,
by substituting
k′ =
k(k − λ− 1)
µ
=
−k(r + 1)(s+ 1)
k + rs
into the left-hand side. From this, we can conclude that
k − µ = −rs = k(k
′ + r + 1)
k(1 + 1r ) + k
′ ≥

k′
2 + k
′
k
≥ 1
3
k′, for k′ ≤ k.
k
2 kk′ + 1
≥ 1
3
k, for k ≤ k′.
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where the final inequalities arise from dividing by either k or k′, and then using the
fact that r ≥ 1. 
Lemma 7.5 If Γ is a non-trivial strongly regular graph with parameters (n, k, λ, µ),
then
min(k, k′) ≥ √n− 1.
Proof As Γ and its complement are both connected graphs of diameter 2, the
Moore bound implies that n ≤ k2 + 1 and n ≤ k′2 + 1 and the result follows
immediately. 
Thus combining the results of Lemmas 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5, we conclude that a
proper endomorphism of rank r of a non-trivial strongly regular graph on n vertices
satisfies
n− r ≥ 1 +√n− 1/12,
thereby completing the proof of Theorem 7.2.
Remark The constant 1/12 in this theorem is not best possible, and can be im-
proved by using the classification of primitive permutation groups of rank 3 men-
tioned above. Neumann [41, Note 5.1] raised the problem of classifying all the
rank 3 synchronizing groups; therefore, this study on rank 3 groups is intended as
a contribution to the solution of this problem. (The problem is likely to be difficult,
since it includes questions about the existence of ovoids, spreads, and partitions
into ovoids in classical polar spaces; see [20] for discussion, and also [9].)
Remark No non-trivial strongly regular graphs are known that have any proper
endomorphisms other than colourings (i.e. endomorphisms whose image is a clique).
As we were completing this work, a preprint by David Roberson appeared (http:
//arxiv.org/abs/1601.00969) showing that any proper endomorphism of
a strongly regular graph is necessarily a colouring.
8 Computational Results
In this section we briefly describe the results of searching for endomorphisms in
small vertex-primitive graphs, namely those on (strictly) fewer than 45 vertices. In
addition to confirming that the line graph of the Tutte–Coxeter graph is the small-
est example of a vertex-primitive graph admitting a non-uniform endomorphism,
there are various points in the theoretical arguments that terminate by requiring that
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n Values of (k, χ) occurring
9 (4, 3)
15 (8, 5)
16 (6, 4), (9, 4)
21 (4, 3), (16, 7)
25 (8, 5), (12, 5)3, (16, 5)
27 (6, 3), (8, 3), (18, 9), (20, 9)
28 (6, 4), (12, 7), (15, 7), (18, 7)2, (21, 7)
35 (18, 7)
36 (10, 6), (25, 6)
Table 1: (k, χ) for n-vertex primitive graphs with ω = χ
certain small cases be checked, so for convenience, we gather all this information
in one place.
The primitive groups of small degree are easily available in both GAP and
MAGMA, though the reader is warned that these two computer algebra systems use
different numbering systems so that, for example, PrimitiveGroup(45,1) is
PGL(2, 9) in GAP, but M10 in MAGMA. As we are only seeking vertex-primitive
graphs whose chromatic number and clique number are equal, we need not consider
the primitive groups of prime degree, which have a large number of orbitals. The
remaining groups have a much more modest number of orbitals and it is easy to
construct all possible graphs stabilised by each group by taking every possible
subset of the orbitals (ensuring that if a orbital that is not self-paired is chosen,
then so is its partner).
For the sizes we are considering (up to 45 vertices), it is fairly easy to determine
the chromatic and clique numbers of the graphs and thus extract all possible graphs
whose endomorphism monoids might contain non-uniform endomorphisms. There
are only 24 such graphs on fewer than 45 vertices and in Table 1, we give summary
data listing just the order n, the valency k and the chromatic number χ of each of
these graphs. For example, the entry (12, 5)3 in the row for n = 25 indicates that
on 25 vertices, there are three 12-regular vertex-primitive graphs with ω = χ = 5.
There are no further examples on 37–44 vertices and so this list is complete for
n < 45.
The bottleneck in this process is not the construction of the graphs, nor the cal-
culation of their chromatic or clique numbers, but rather the computation of their
endomorphisms. Apart from some obvious use of symmetry (for example, requir-
ing that a vertex be fixed), we know no substantially better method than to perform
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what is essentially a naive back-track search. This finds an endomorphism by as-
signing to each vertex in turn a candidate image, determines the consequences of
that choice (in terms of reducing the possible choices for the images of other ver-
tices), and then turns to the next vertex, until either a full endomorphism is found,
or there are unmapped vertices for which no possible choice of image respects the
property that edges are mapped to edges.
Such a search can easily be programmed from scratch, but in this case we
used the constraint satisfaction problem solver MINION [30]. This software, which
was developed at St Andrews, performs extremely well for certain types of search
problem. Using MINION, we confirmed that for all but two of the graphs listed
in Table 1, every endomorphism is either an automorphism or a colouring. The
two exceptions are the 6- and 8-regular graphs on 27 vertices which also have
“in-between” endomorphisms whose image is the 9-vertex Paley graph P (9). The
6-regular graph is the Cartesian product P (9) K3 = K3 K3 K3, while the
8-regular graph is the direct product P (9)×K3 = K3 ×K3 ×K3.
On 45 vertices, there are 8 non-trivial vertex-primitive graphs with equal chro-
matic and clique number, including the line graph of the Tutte–Coxeter graph. Of
the remaining graphs, some are sufficiently dense that we have been unable yet to
completely determine all of their endomorphisms. However by a combination of
computation and theory, we at least know that none of the 45-vertex graphs other
than the line graph of the Tutte–Coxeter graph admit proper endomorphisms other
than colourings.
9 Problems
This paper started with the intention of providing further evidence that primitive
groups are almost synchronizing but, rather inconveniently, this turns out not to
be true. Therefore, faced with an unexpectedly complex situation, we pose the
following problem, although with the expectation that resolving it is likely to be
difficult:
Problem 9.1 Classify the almost synchronizing primitive groups.
It might be more feasible to focus on the “large-rank” end of the spectrum,
where we still believe that the following weaker version of the almost synchroniz-
ing conjecture is true.
Conjecture 9.2 A primitive group of degree n synchronizes any map whose rank
r satisfies n/2 < r < n (all such maps are non-uniform).
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As we have seen, showing that primitive groups synchronize maps of rank
n− 4 required a long case analysis. Further progress will require a solution of the
following problem.
Problem 9.3 Find new techniques to show that large-rank transformations are syn-
chronized by primitive groups, and use them to extend the range below n− 4.
The previous problems deal with the spectrum of ranks synchronized by prim-
itive groups. An orthogonal approach is to investigate the kernel types that are
synchronized by primitive groups, along the line of the results in Section 5.
Problem 9.4 Find new kernel types synchronised by a primitive group. In partic-
ular, prove that all primitive groups synchronize maps with the following kernel
types:
(2, . . . , 2, 1, . . . , 1) or (p, q, 1, . . . , 1), for all p, q > 1 .
Problem 9.5 Is there a “threshold” function f such that a transitive permutation
group of degree n is imprimitive if and only if it has more than f(n) non-syn-
chronizing ranks? (A positive answer to Conjecture 9.2 would show that f(n) =
n/2 would suffice.) In particular, is the number of non-synchronizing ranks of a
primitive group o(n)? Furthermore, is the number of non-synchronizing ranks of
a basic primitive group (one preserving no Cartesian power structure) o(nc) for
every c > 0?
Theorem 7.1 concerns the synchronizing power of groups of permutation rank
3 and maps of large rank. In the spirit of the remaining results of this paper, it
would be interesting to investigate what happens with maps of small rank.
Problem 9.6 Find the largest natural number k such that groups of permutation
rank 3 synchronize every non-uniform map of rank l, for all l ≤ k.
The previous problem is somehow connected to the next, the classification of a
class of groups lying strictly between primitive and synchronizing.
Problem 9.7 Is it possible to classify the primitive groups which synchronize ev-
ery rank 3 map?
The previous problem is equivalent to classifying the permutation groups G,
acting primitively on a set Ω, such that for every 3-partition P of Ω and every
section S for P , there exists g ∈ G such that Sg is not a section for P .
Note that there are primitive groups that do not synchronize a rank 3 map (see
the example immediately before Section 2 in [6]). And there are non-synchronizing
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groups which synchronize every rank 3 map. Take for example PGL(2, 7) of de-
gree 28; this group is non-synchronizing, but synchronizes every rank 3 map since
28 is not divisible by 3.
There are very fast algorithms to decide if a given set of permutations generate a
primitive group, but is it possible that such an algorithm exists for synchronization?
Problem 9.8 Find an efficient algorithm to decide if a given set of permutations
generates a synchronizing group or show that such an algorithm is unlikely to exist.
Problem 9.9 Formulate and prove analogues of our results for semigroups of lin-
ear maps on a vector space. Note that linear maps cannot be non-uniform, but
we could ask for linear analogues of results expressed in terms of rank such as
Theorem 4.7.
Problem 9.10 Solve the analogue of Problem 9.9 for independence algebras (for
definitions and fundamental results see [3, 5, 10, 11, 12, 24, 28, 29, 32])
Suppose the diameter of a group G (acting on a set Ω) is at most n − 1 (that
is, given any set S of generators of G, every element of G can be generated by
the elements of S in a word of length at most n). Suppose, in addition, that G
and a transformation t of Ω generate a constant map tg1t . . . gn−2t. Then we can
replace the gi by a word (on the elements of S) of length at most n and hence we
have a constant written as a word of length meeting the Cˇerny bound. However,
finding the diameters of primitive groups is a very demanding problem. Therefore
we suggest the following two problems.
Problem 9.11 Let Ω be a set. Let G be a synchronizing group acting primitively
on Ω and let S ⊆ G be a set of generators for G. Let X ⊆ Ω be a proper subset of
Ω, and let P be a partition of Ω in |X| parts. Is it true that there exist two elements
in the set X that can be carried to the same part of P by a word (on the elements
of S) of length at most n?
We consider the previous problem one of the most important by its implications
on the Cˇerny conjecture, in the case of transformation semigroups containing a
primitive synchronizing group.
The previous problem admits also a general version for primitive groups.
Problem 9.12 Let Ω be a set. Let G be a group acting primitively on Ω and let
S ⊆ G be a set of generators for G. Let X ⊆ Ω be a proper subset of Ω, and let P
be a partition of Ω in |X| parts. Let Q ⊆ X ×X be the set of pairs (x, y) such that
for some g ∈ G we have xg and yg belonging to the same part of P . Assuming
Q 6= ∅, is it true that there exists (x0, y0) ∈ Q and a word w (on the elements of
S), of length at most n, such that x0w and y0w belong to the same part of P ?
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The computations in this paper were critical to prove our results; and the gener-
alizations of our results will certainly require to push the limits of the computations
above.
Problem 9.13 Extend the computational results of Section 8.
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